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ABSTRACT

The丘rst observation of K'state in the K71 System is presented. The K71 System

was studied in the reaction K-p - K~汀+打~打Op at ll GeV/c using the data obtained

by the urge Aperture Superconducting Solmoid (LASS) spectrometer at SLAC･

The sensitivity of the K~ beam experiment was - 4.1
events/nb･

The K-71 effative

mass spectrum shows a prominent peak at
- 1.75 GeV/c2, which is shownto be

due to the K3'(1780)by a sphericalnoment analysis and amplitude decomposition･

There i8 nO Significant signalof K2･ (1430).The measured braLnChing ratios for leading

L - 1,L - 2K''8 areBR(K,'(1430)
- Kq) < 0.45 % at the95% c.1. andBR(K3'(1780)

- K77) - 9･4士3･4 %, respectively, which confirm the SU(3) predictionthat Kq

couples preferentially to odd spinK'.
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1.
.Introd_uction

There have been extensive studies of the strange mesons ( K')inthe K汀and K好打

finalstates [1,2,3,4,5,6,7),and decay branching ratios of the leadingandunderlying state

below 2.OGeV/c2 to these channels are relatively well measured. The K暮spectrums ob-

served to date are suⅡ皿ari2;ed in fig.1,in which well established K暮resonances quoted

in PDG su皿ary ta･ble (81are specified by underline. The states enclosed by dotted line

are the resona･nces reported in the previous -experiments [1,2,3,18],and are confirmed

by the.recent highstatisticalstudies of K~打十【4】and KOq+打~ 【5]chamels･ The new

states found by these analyses are enclosed by solid line. The observed leadhg statest

(JP - 1-,?十,3-,4十.and 5~ )oforbitalexcitations are now extended upto JP -

514]･
And many of the underlying triplet partner states exp∝ted from the conventional絹

quack model have been seen togetherwith good candidates for severalradialexcited

states like JP -

rKl(1410)【4,5】,JP -

2+K2(1970)【5】弧dJP
-

o+Ko(19SO)【4]･

Ⅱowever, no significant direct obsemtion of K暮's into the Kりfinalstate have been

reported so far 【9l,弧d
the PDG sunnary table [8lonly cites an indir∝t measwe皿ent

of the BR(K2'(1430) - K71) taken from a multi,cha皿nelfit･

The SU(3)且avor syⅡ皿etry predicts an interesting f-ttlre Of the decay properties of

K'resonances in the K71 State. As is discussed in the next chapter, the Kq branching

fraction for even-spinK'stateswill be extremely suppressed while those of odd-spm
●

K'should be quite substantial. It is of interest since the relative magnitudes of thee

couplings to even and odd sph K暮depend on the quaJk contents and theワ- 771 octet-

singlet血ingangle. Esp∝ially the magnitude of the destructive coupling in the Kり

d∝ay of even-spinK'is sensitive to thismixing angle. A measurement of th岱e branch-

ing fractions, therefore, provides a good test of SU(3) sy皿etry in the hadronic d∝ay

of the mesons.

The importance Of measuring Kりdecay branching fraction and confimig the 8e1

1ective coupling to even and odd 8PinK暮has been pointed out by Lipkin who [10],

I The leading re抑nanCe 8tate8 mean the most highest 8PiA State iA a giyen ma8S regiotL･ The

prodtICtion cro88 Section of thcseさtateさaLre large illthe fixed target experinezlt OE hdrozL beam and

moさt eaLSny ZLCC鰯ible. Thi81ittlation is izLCOntraL8t With theゅ, T如te-b紀rYed in e十e- collision8･

h thc9e eXPerimezLt8, the 8tate8 Which bye the Same qtlaLZLttlm ntLmber
to photon (i･e･ rector 8taLte;

JPC = 1-I ) aLre directory produced･ ThezL the5adialexitated 8tate8 0f yector mcsoA ¢'4''¢"･･･
T, T', TW...旺e most POptLhr r飽OnaLnCe8 0f c吉, A a botmd 8tate8･

1



Fig.1 K･ leyel diagrzLn aZld the trzu&ition ｡bBeZIYed izL K-7r(4】aLZld KO7r+7r- 【5】chaLZLAels･

This diagramcoyers iu K･如te8 0b5eZYed to date except JP - 2~墨迎了‡匂azLdJP
-

0一柳･
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emphasi2;ed that the Same arguments lead to a good methode of distinguishing.two

diGerent classes Of diagrams in the non-1eptonic decay of the charmed DO meson･ h

general, it is expectedthat many diagrams may contribute in this decayand its decay

mechanism may be complicated. But aB far as thefinalquaJk constituent is concerned,

there are only two nechanisms for crea.tion of the additionalquark pair by weak
inter-

action and by strongfinalstate interaction, as shmiz1丘g.2 and丘g.3, r飴PeCtively. h

these figures, a box denotesany aLrbitrary set of diagraJm･ (1):h the diaqam shown
in

fig.2
,
the additionalquark pairinthefinalstate is created dirKtly in the weak decay of

the cia-ed qualk c? sue-･ Then thefinalstate has the qu訂k constittlentS (sdi(u面)I

The typicalexanple of tよisclass is the sp∝tator diag甲Shown in fig.4. (2):While

in the diagram offig.3 , the additionalquark pair q亨( where q denotes either

】門g. 2 Weak paLu CreatiozL.

3

S

･∂
u

口

S

∂
u

口

Fig. 4 TheさPeCtatOr diagraLm.

Fig. 3 Stro叩P&汀αe&tiozL. G denote any
●

AtLnber of ghLOn且.

Fig. S The W exchange diagram･



u･d or a

quark)
is created by

on?
or more gluon8･Anexample of this cla88 is the W

-

exchange diagram Shown in fig.5.

Lipkin emph由ized that 'thd branching ratios DO - Koqoand DO - KoTl are

8igni丘caLntly diqerent between these two claBSeS Of the diagrams. h the case (1),since

the neutralpseudoscalaJ qO,～ or ql is created via u面componentl the decay rate of

these thr既Channels is roughly equJal. However, inthe mechanism (2),the度oq decay of

spin Zero DO should be significantly sllPpreSSed byanorder of magnitudewith the same
●

SU(3)argument that the strong K77 decay of even sph K'is suppressed･ hthis mean,

as well as the meaLSurement Of the Kり(Kql) branching fraction of DO, the experimental

check on the SU(3) relationinthe strong decay K'is important to real1yunderstand

the effect of the mechanism (2)in the nonleptonic d&ay of DO'meson [11】.

The r∝ent phenomenologicalanalyses of exclusive decays of D meson 【12,13】have

shown reasonable lifetine diqerence pf D十and DO by taking hto account the destruc-

tive interference due to the presence of the two identicald- in the d∝ay D+ - 【d-c]-

ゐud-.
,This

znalysis mainly usc5 Ca月e (1)diagrams and case (2)diagrams(i･e･finalstate

hteraction)is partiauy taken into account･ This analysis, however, hasthe problem in

explaining the decayが- Ko¢, which only comes from the mecLznism (2)t15]･T!e
observation of this d∝ay in 8eVeralexperinents 【14】witha branching ratio of

- 1%

suggests the importance Of the ca5e'(2)
diagrans･

There is some indirect evidence for the exp∝ted suppression of the Kりdecay皿Ode

of the spln五erO K'⊥ Since the S-wave of K打amPlitude isfully elastic well above
●

the Kりth'eshold [6],the Kりd∝ay from spin 2ierO K'is expected to be suppressed･

But the direct confirmation for any K暮states has not madeuntil now because of the

experi皿ental1imitation5.

Togetherwith these interests, a search of the exotic states isalso important in this

channel. h the gauge theory of the strong hteraction(QCD),the requirement of the

color singlet is believed to explain the con丘皿ement Of quarks･ The conventionalmeson

qq zmd baryon qqq states are in the color Singlet state･ But other combinations such

aB multi-gluon states(glue
ball ; ggg, gggg･･ ),multi-quark States (qq帝,qqqqqq)and

hybrid
states(qqg)arealso possible to make color singlet･The search of these exotics

has been carried out i皿the vaJious reactions,and some evidence of exotic states have

been reportedinthe "gluon.richカchannels･ h the radiative decay of the J/4,･the

4



A(1400),the 0(1640)and the E(2200) are seen aLS good candidates of exotica. Other

claims have been made in the double OZI suppressed decay channel汀-p - ¢如. Three

states 9T,gil,9g
are reported in this reaction.- The KりSyStem is not such gluon rich

channel and pure glue ball states are not accessible, but other exotics Such as 4-quark

states (qq帝)or hybrid sta･tes (q由) may be in the range of our reaLCh. h this regard,

the Search on the K'皿ember of exotic quantum number state JPC - 1~十is important

i22].

1.1 The overview of the thesis

hspired by the considerations described above, the Kり名皿alstate is studied in the

Ron-dlarge exchange reaction of ･

K-p - K一打十7r一打Op (1.1)

at llGeV/c using坤e
Large Aperture Superconducting Spertrometer (LASS ) at the

Stanford Linear Accelerator Center. The entire K~ data set in this experiment consists

of
- 120 million events corresponding to the experinentalsensitivity

- 4.I
events/nb.

This th飴is reports the full analysis of this K77 8yStemwiththe data which are at

least 20 times larger thin any of the sample used in the previous experiments 【9]･The

organi五ation of this thesis is aB follows: h the next chapter, the SU(3) relations of K'

decay and the Tl
-

ql m辻ingangle are discussed in some detail. A氏er describing the

appaJatuS in Chapter 3, event r∝onstruction and calibration procedure of each compo-

nent aLre discussed in Chpeter 4. Chapter 5 describes the detailed event sel∝tion of the

reaction (1･1)IGeneralfeaturs of the K-77 events are Presented in Cha･pter 6, followed

by a description of the moments analysis. The d∝o皿pOSition of th窃e moments into

production amplitudes are carried out in Chapter 7. Ushg these resonance amplitudes,

the production cross s∝tionand the relative branching ratios are determhed. Finaly,

Chapter 8 discusses the resultsand concludes the thesis.

5



2. The K'- Kq decay andりーりImixing angle

2.1 The K暮- Kq decay brandli皿g ratios in StJ(3)

To glVe more quantitative discussion on the K暮decays, two body d∝ays of K'
●

resonance to the pseudo-scalar8,

K+- - K-q,K-77,K-りl

are discussed assuming SU(3) and pseudo-scalar nonet sy皿etry. The quark line dia-

grazm shown,in五g･6 show窃Sentialfeatures of the SU(3) relations, andalsogive the

relative d∝ay branching ratios of thc5e hadronic d∝ays.

ロ

7TO
,
71

,.qI

∬

･*ロ(2) ∬~s

(3) K!u
S

S

ロ･打
d

石E.
S

｢=:~~~=｢

u ∬-

S

=二

S
刀,ql

s

Fig.6 The quarkline diagrzLmBp Ofthe decays K'- - K-7r, K-り, K~q'･ Each 6gtLre血oy8

the additional qtlZLrk-antiqt'zLrk pair creation of (1)tL ii, (2)d盲aLnd (3)8言, re8PeCtiyely･
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There is one quark-antiquark pairintheinitialstate and two palr8 in thefinalstate.
●

Each diagram shows the additionalpalr CTeation of u有, d豆and s首quarks, resp∝tively.
●

A8Sumlngthese ampltitudes of pair creations ace identical,the decay amplitude can be
●

calculated from the quark contents of each meson State. The charged mesons aLre Simply

expressed by the quark wave functions Such as打~ - lu云>, whilethe neutralmesons

in the pseudoscalaJ nOnet qO, q8 and q1 (octetand_ singlet state)
are expressed by the

following fom
I

iqo,-卦面-di,
Iq8,-卦if･d盲-2s盲,
[ql,-卦5･d2･s言,

(2.1)

in the basis of SU(3)･The physicalstates ～ andり'zLre given bymixing q8 aLnd ql Stat怨

わ>-co80pわ8 >

-SinOpfq1
>

I71'>-

Sinep[q8
> +cosepI771>,

(2.2)

where Op is the octet-shgletmixing azlgle of pseudo-sealer nonet･

h this situation, the decay magnitude of Kト- K 7r isgiven by incoherent sⅦ工n Of

the diagrazns (1)and (2)counting the quark contents of neutraland ch町ged打meSOnS:

I<K7rlK卜> I2-l<K一打○)K'-> l2+I<jE｡打IKト>I2

-g2([<qoluif> f2+f<汀Id面> l2)

-92((#･12)
- (gq･

(2~.3)

where g is a SU(3) coⅡ皿On COupling constant inal1 the diagrazns･

On the other hand, Kト- K-q8 and K卜- K-ql d∝ay amplitudes are deter-

mined by the diagra- (1)zLnd (3).Since thefinalstate K-q8 and K~ql are identical

inth飴e two diagrams, wi must take care the syⅡ皿etric nature of th償e d∝ays.

I Since ye ace interested iA the 8imple8t C&8e, Ye negloct the poBSib正e
mやg

of the q aLBd q'with

other p8eudoさCalaLHtate&,きtICh ZLS radiauy excited qtlikoAitLm 8tate8, gltLOnltLm, Or eXOtics･

7



In the 8yⅡ皿etric case, the decay amplitudes isgiven by adding diagrams (1)and

(3):

< K-q8[K卜>8ym-< K~q81K'- > + <.q8K-lKト>

-g(<q8lu有>
+ <q8[s●盲>)

1

=-g誘
< K-ql[K'- >印-iK-qlIKト>十<り1KIKト>

-9(<qllu面>+<qlls盲>)
2

=9誘

(2･4)

The anti-sy皿エnetric ahplitdde is obtained by t止ing a diqerence between (1)and (3):

< K-q8(Kト>叩m -< K~q8tKト>
- <

q8KIKト>

-.g(< q8Iu面>
- <

q8Is盲>)

-

91/?< K~qlfKト>叩m -< K~q1[Kト>
- <

771KIK'-
>

-9(<q1)u面>-<qlls盲>)

=0

(2･5)

● ●

CompaJed to the baryons, the hadronic d∝ay of mesons is simpler since the Ⅱ1皿g

of these two couplings need not be tikeninto account b∝ause of the generali2;ed
C

(chargeCOnjugation)
in▼訂iance. Withthis invariance, either sy=1metric (D-type) or

anti-sy-etric (F-type)type coupling is pemitted ac?ording to the symetric natwe

of mesons concemed. This generalsel∝tionru1e can be written by the form:

Ca･Cb･Cc-1 : sy皿エnetric (D-type) coupling

Ca
･Cb ･Cc

-

-1
: zmtisy=皿etric ( F-type ) coupling

(2
･6)

for the two body d∝ay of meson multiplet Ma - Mb十Mc, where a.･ is the chaLrge

conjugation parity for the i-th multiplet (M,･).The value of a.･ canbe definedinthe

su(3)8yⅡ皿etry limit even for charged meson (C~lM,･C- a,･MT) and is equalto the

charge conjugation parity of the neutralnon-strage particlesinagiven multiplet･

8



Therefore, two body decay of the even spln resonance tO the pseudoscalars is ex-

●

pressed by syⅡ-etric (D-type)amplitude･芦ub苧titutingsyⅡ-etric one (2･4)to (2･2)znd

using (2･3),the relative braJIChing of even spin K'states to K71 and K打becomes :

ReyezL -
r(KJ'=eyen- Kq)
r(KJ'=eyen- K打) -吉(c-ep･2Jish9p'2(慧)2''1

(2･7,

where J is a spin of K'I qKq and qKT are the c･皿･ mOmentaOf thefinalKりand K打

states, respectively. The simple kine皿atic barrier factor is used to corr∝tfor the phぴe

space difference between these two decays.

On the other hand, the d6cay branching ratio of the odd spin resonance isgiven by

the anti-sy皿etric aLmPlitude (2･5)･ Substitutingthis aLnPlitude to (2･2) znd tuin写

(2.3),we get

Road -
r(KJ'=｡dd- Kq)
r(KJ'=.dd- K打)

- (c-op,2 (慧)u+1 (2･8,

It is noted that Re▼en is already Suppressed by a factor of 9 in the -二血ed case

(Op-

Oo)compared to粘d, and the suppression is even greater whenmixing is ∝cured･

The quadratic Cell-Mann-Okubo mass fomula

tan2 op - m…
･-

m言
m芸･-m芸' m…-言(4mを-m2.)-(o･56GeV/c2)2

(2･9)

giv6 epニー10｡,I while linear Gen-Ma--0knbo nassfo-ula

tans op -

m8
-

m7I

mq3 ~m8

,

m8-言(4mK-m･)-(0･61GeV/c2)
(2･10)

giv田Op -

-23o･烏'en
becomes quite small for thc5e negative Op valu田･ Aswill be

reviewedinthe next s∝tion,the血king angle derived from the present experiments on

various process田SuPPOrt the angle Op空-20o･ For this angle the suppression of Reyen

is Significant aLndal皿OSt CO皿pletely vanishes. It is noted that &y.A exactly vanish飴

at Opニー19･5o･ ContraryI Road is rela･tively insensitive to themixing angle and the

equation (2･8)predicts that the decay fraction to the Kq channel is approximately as

large as the K汀decay mode except forthe diqerence of kinematicalfactor. Therefore,

substantialnumber of events from spln Odd K'states is expected in this channel･
●

I The

negatiyeやi8
deriyedfrom o甘diagonalcomponent of maLBS

matrix･l8】

9



h particular, it is intere8tingand important to check on these drastic SU(3) predic-

tions in the decay of the spin two K2'(1430)andspin three K3'(1780)resbnances because

of their large cro88 Sections. The reaction

K-p - Ko汀~p,

which take place via same non-charge exchange process as K-p - K-りP, has been

studied extensively【7】inKr channel･ h this reaction, Spin two K2'(1430)resonance

is
produced copiously and the clear signalis observedinthe Koq- effKtive mass

distribution,and also spin three K3'(1780)is rather well established･ h this regard,

studying KりSySte皿COmParedwith K打SySte皿givcs a good mea皿tO dl∝k the SU(3)

sy-netry･ h addition, since the production cro出8∝tion of K2'(1430)isknown to be

large, both obsemtion or Ron-observation of this resonance in KりSyStem are eXp∝ted

to'give the good information on the octet-si皿gletmixing angle in the ptlre hadronic

d∝ay of mesons.

2.2 The I7-711 mⅨ皿g angle
● ●

The value of theワ- ql nmg angle has been the subject of the disctlSSion since
● ●

the SU(3)且avorsy皿etry is proposed･ As have been described in the previous 8∝tion,

the quadratic and linear Gelt-Mann-Okubo massfornulegive two diSerent angles of

epニー10o and Op -

-23ol reSp∝tively･

Ⅱistorical1y, ep -

-loo
has been taken by mzLny anthers 【20,21,19]･This value is

phenomenological1y interesting because the "perfectmixing" 【19]ofりandり′ States

fq,-去(i(fug,･Zd3,)-fs言,)
Iq･,-去(去(1u5,･1d3,)･1s育,)

(2.ll)

Elves theangle Opニー9･7o near to Opニー10･Oo･ This expression is in good contrast
●

with the fact that other wellknownv∝tor (JPC-

1~~)andtensor (JPC -

2十十)meson8

10



can be expressed approxima^ely by the ideally mixed states;

仲>,If'>-Is盲>

Ju,,汁,-去()u面,I(d3,)･
(2･12)

Ⅱowever, recent experiments on the process J/申- Tq(り')and
the measure皿entS

of the JY7 decaywidth of TI
Iり')

qO mesons favor themixing angle of ep --

-20o･

Th窃e evidences ar?sunma'i五ed in the recent rewiew
by Gilmanand Eauffnan 【17】･

According to this review, various values ofmimigangle derived from the process飴

J/申- 7り(Tl'),り,ql
-

77, the reaction打~p -

Tl(q')pand the hadronic decay of the

lightzneson are presented below.

J/中一7り(q')

Ass血g the decay J/中-つりaLndJ/中一7q'occur primarily thIOughthe radi-

ation of a photonfrom the charmed quark or charmed antiquark i皿the initialstate,

these d∝町S Proceed throughthe SU(3) singlet part of the psetLdoscalaJ (i･e･Tl1)･
This

m∝hanism predicts the d∝a,y branching ratio:

r(J/中一･Tq')ー 1

r(J/中- 7q) tan2 op

The current experi皿entalvalue 【8】4･8土0･2giv窃

77 Width

and

(=)3

Op -

-22oj=lo
j=4o

Using SU(3),the currentalgebra predicts the ratios of 7･Twidths 【23l･･

r(～-

77)
r(が一っ7)

r(り'- 77)
r(が- 77)

- 18 (a)3(F.,2(cosop(e芝+e芸-2e…)8iz10p(e芝+e蓋+e…)
F8

1作
Fo

ヽβ

- 18 (=)3(F･,2(
●

sinep(e2v+e蓋-2e…).cosep(e芝+e蓋+e…)
F8

1序

I

Fo
ヽβ

(2･13)

(2･14)

2

2.16)

where e.., ed, e. are ChaJge Of u, i, s quark, respectively. F,,,F8and Fo are the decay

constant-of the plOn, eighthcomponent of the octetand singlet, r噂peCtively･ The latest
●

11



experimentalresults are [8]:

r(7rO-77)-7.3土0.2 eV

r(り-77) -0.56土0.04 keV

r(q'-77) -4.16土0.30 keV

h the SU(3) limit of F8 - F., ;these experimentalva.hesgive:

Op -

-20oi2o

= 1.06士0.04

(2.17)

(2.18)

On the other hand, if we takeinto account one-loop chiralcorr∝tions to F8 and F., the

above SU(3) relation is broken to F8 - 1･25F. 【23].This resultgive5

ep -

-23o士3o士10

= 1.04土0.04士0.05
(2.19)

Both results are close to Op -

-200 and the values for Eo/F. zLremitywithin lO%.

汀-p -

q(り')p

The SU(3)aLnd nonet symmetry predict the ratio of the cross section at highenergie8:

q(打~p
-

qln)

q(∬~p-叩)
1β+

tanOp

)
2

(2･20,

One experimantalgroup 【24】findsfor this ratio to be 0.55土0.00, which implies amixing

angle of Op -

-18o土1･4O･Another group(2S]finds
O･67士0･03, yielding Op -

-15o土10･

Althoughthere is some disagreement over the experi皿entalvalu塔, the results distribute

somewhere between Op =
-loo

to Op =
-20o･

hadronic decay of light m撃SOn

Among the strong decay of lightmesons involving ～,
we consider two decay processes

off-叩anda2-叩.

12



First we consider the decay a2 -叩･ SU(3)and nonet symmetry leads to the

prediction:

r(a2-叩)
r(a2 - KK) -…(-hnop,2(監)s (2.21,

The experimentalvalue 【8]of this ratio is 2･96士0･54･ This value is SlightlyfaNOrfor

Op -

-loo
bllt CannOtruled out Op -

-200
due to the exper血entalerror･

Secondly, the same Symetry predicts for the d∝ay I -那:

∫(才一耶)

r(I -

7r打)-去(c-op-JishO,,4(芝)5
3･2x10-3 (op--loo)

6･6x 10-3 (op- -23o)

(2.22)

The experiznentaldata are somewha.I con且icting. Binon
etal･【27】giv田BR(I

-

m)
- (5.2土1.7)× 10-3 which implies ep -

-

-20o, while D.Aide etal･ 【28】measur窃

BR(I -

m)
- (2･3土0･8)× 10-3 which favors Op空-10o･

Th飴e hadronic de野s aJe qualitatively well described by a simple SU(3) relations,I

but themixing angle is not well determined andunable to distingⅦiBh between Op竺-loo

and
8p空-20o･

h this chapter, I have reviewed SU(3)predictions on the K暮- K71 decays and the

current experinentalsituation on the value ofり- ql nmng angle for vzLrious proce出田･
●

●

I have shown that, if the SU(3) symmetry isalso satisfied for the K暮- Kりdecays,

thefeattlre Of th岱e decays should be drastically depend on their spin. The significant

enhancement is expected for the Kq decay of odd spin K暮and large suppression is

I AB ZL Check of SU(3) aLnd the kinematicalbazTier fzLCtOr illthe hadronic d∝aLyfor the tezL80r me80n,

ye note that the prediction of I me80n d∝ayさ

r(I - KK)
r(I -

7r汀)-喜(慧)8
= 0.036

iB iA eXCeuent &greemeAt With the experimetLtalYahLe【8)of O･034土0･003･

13
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expected for the decay of even spin K暮. These decay ratesalso depend on theりーりl

● ●

mⅨ1ngangle. -The -current
experiments on the vacious- processes support the value

Op空-20o for thrmixingangle,althoughthere is no clear distinction of the value

between
-10oand -20ointhe experinentaldata of the ha,dronic decays of lightmeson8.

If we accept the favourable angle ep --

-20o,
the Kりd∝ay of even spin K暮is almost

completely suppressed.

The results of the experimentald1∝k on this dfaBtic predictions for the K'- Kq

decays are reportedinthe following chapters.
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3. The LASS spectrometer

The LASS spectrometer (fig･7)was designed and constructed at StanfordLinear

Accelerator･ Center(SLAG)for highstitistic$8tudie8 0f?ighmultiplicity
hadronic in-

teractions. It consists of a laJge SuperCOnducting solenoidalvertex detector followed by

a highresolution dipole sp∝trometer. These COmbination of the Solenoid and Dipole

sp∝trometer provide zn almost 4汀aCCePtanCewith fairly good mdmentun resolution.

This is one of the characteristic of this 8petrOmeter COmpared to aLnOtherforward arm

spectrometers, znd this feature is鴎Sentialin the analysis of the reaction (1･1)b∝aLuSe
it is necessary to reconstruct qo as nwslng Particle.

■ ●

･
The ll GeV/c kaon beam is provided from the SLAC beam line. The RF separators

in this beam line re血cethe pion cont血ation to 1/60of the kaon･ The紀kaon beam

particles zLre tagged by means of two Cerenkev counters, resulting very clean kaon beam

with a purity of ≧ 99.99%. The momentum and the dir∝ton of kaon bea皿are meaStued

by scintillation count貯 hodo∝ope and 10 plaLne≦ PWCswith l皿wire spacing. The

beam momentt- is meastuedwith an accuracy of 40 MeV/c･

The 80lenoid Ⅱ1agnet Provides a 22.4 ⅩGfield par山1el to the ben dir∝tion. h

the 80lenoid regioz16 layers of cylindricaldlZLZnbers stmotnd the target, and 6 layers of

large planaLr PWCs are located at the doym Stream Of the tzLrget. h the beam region,

3 layers of PWCswith lzz皿wire spacing are equipped to cover the deadened region
●

of large planaLr Chaznbers. It is possible to r∝onstruct the eventswithhighmultiplisity

more than 10 in this solenoid spatroneter.

The mo皿enta Of fast tracks producedwith Small angle resp∝ting to the bezLZZl axis

are皿eaStued by the dipole sp∝tr?meter located downstrea皿･ Track r∝on如ruction in

the dipole parts aLre Performed by the dipole magnet and 7 layers of magnetostrictive

readout Spark (MS) chambers. The dipole magnet provides a verticalmapeticfield

withfield integral30.1 kG血. Two small PWCsalso cover the hot region aroundthe

bea皿aXisinthe MS chambers to avoid the acceptance hole. The large scintillator

hodoscopes (HA,ⅡB) are used to provide the on-tine information･ The momentum

resolution of the dipole spectro皿eter is fairly good and is presented as :

-6･53 × 10-4･p十1･15 × 10-3

(p in GeV/c)

15
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The nonentun resohtion for p
-

10GeV/c particle is qp - 75MeV/c･

As particle identification devices, two thr由hold type eerenkov counters el
,
e2

and TOF hodoscope sy8te皿S are equlPped. The effective threshold momenta of the
●

eerenkov counters for pion are - 2.9and - 3.0 GeV/c in el and C2, respectively.

The e瓜ciency attained are 99.8 % (el ) and 99% (e2 ). TOF system consists of 24

a&inuthally segmented scintillator aJray. The distance between the target centerand

this TOF counter is about 500 cm.･ Typicaltime resolusion of TOF system is 530 psec.

h the data sample of K~p - K-打+汀-qOp
candida･te,打/p,打/KsepaJation are possible

up to -

2.3GeV/cand
-

1.1GeV/c, respectively. h

′addition,
the cathode pulse height

from cylindricalchambers provides dE/血hformation capable to
separate打/pof slow

mdmentum
`up to -

o.8GeV/c.
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Fig.7 The 8ChemaLtic yiey of the LASS 8P∝trOmeter
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In the following section, 80me detail of each components inthi8 SpeCtrOmeter Will

be described. More detailed descrip.Lion
of the spectrometer isgiven elsewhere (26]･

3. 1 The beam line

The llGeV/c kaon beam is provided aB Secondary particles produced by 21 GeV/c

electron beam of the SLAC. This primary electron beam has 1.6p see bunchwidthwith

maximum repetition rate of 180 HE. This electron beam is steered on the primary target

consist of berylium znd copperwith radiationlmgth of O･87)O125† respectively･

The s∝ondary particles produced on the targetwith production angle of lo主

3.85 Ⅱu甘d are capturedinthis beam line (五g.8).This secondary beamisfoctLSSed at

variotLS points Fl-F4 on the beam line. Two RF separators located betweeムFl and

F4 enrich the kwn particles. The contamination of pion5 0r Protons are reduced to

打/K
-

1/60,p/K
-

1/55 by thc5e SepaJatOrS･
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一
The momentum of each beam particle is determined by P-hodoscope. It consists

of six overlappedfinger scintillation counters, which digiti2;ethe beam position to ll

bins･ Each bin is O･61cn wideand is equivalent to a

monentunbinwidth?
- j=･25%･

In the nominalll GeV/c operation, the beam momentum measuredinthe A
- th bin

isgiven by p
- 10･800土0･0495n GeV/c. The overall beammomentum resolution is

calibrated to be 0.040GeV/c by the dipole spectrometer.

The spatialposition of each beam paJticle is
roughly meastued by e◎ hodoscope

and beam traj∝toryis tracked by Beam PWCs located 1.2m upstream of the Solenoid

magnet. ee hodoscope consists of 2 x 12 array of 1.27 cm wide plastic scintillators. e

hodscope measures holi2;Ontalposition aLnd申measures the verticalposition. The Beam

PWCs consist of 10 sets of PWCswith 1.016 Ⅱ皿wire spa,Cmg, Which aLre grouped in two
●

pachges sepaJated by 1 m. h each group, I,y,e and p coordhates (e≡ (ユly)/J5,p≡

(I+ y)/v句aremeasured.
The beam direction is detemiedwith the accuracy of 0.3

ヱ汀ad by thee Beam PWCs.

The identification of X be虹n Particles is perfomed by two threshold eerenkov

counters a. and eK located doⅧtreaLZn Of e,0. a. is a 6 meter long counter丘皿ed

with H2 gas at 40 psia, while eK is 1.28 m long andfilledwith CO2 gaS at 75 psia.

llGeV/c pion generates eerenkov lightin both devices, while hon produces the signal

only on eK. Combining RF Separator and th鶴e eerenkov cotlnterS, E beamwith the

pt1rity of ≧ 99.99% is obtained.

Thefinalcomponent of the beam line are thr能SCinti11ators called SE,SY and RⅡ甘G

counters･ SE counter (0･952cm thickness)counts beam paJticles for nor血ali2;ation

pwpo8e and also used to provide the starting timing for the TOP system. SY counter

(0･318cn thick, 2･54 cn dianeterring
counter)is used to define.the beam profile･

RⅡ寸G counter is 1.27 cm thick paddled counter having 2.54 cm diameter hole in the

middle, which is used to veto the bean halo.

Typicalntlmber of beam particles de丘ned by the system usable in the LASS sp∝-

trometer was 3-5 per bunch. The beam repetition rate was between 60 to 120Ⅱ2;･

The target

The liquid H2 is containedinanappendix with 85･04 cm long and 2･54 cninradius

neasuredina room temperature. The lenght at liquid H2 temperature ( - 20Ko ) is

18



- 84.6cm. The target is wrapped by皿ylar sheetsand is contained in aLnaluninum

vacuum jacket having a wall thickness of 0.71 Ⅱ皿. The materialaround the target is I

limited such that protons with momenta ≧0.225GeV/ccould be go out normalto the

beam axis.

3.2 The Solenoid Spectrometer

The Solenoid Magnet

The superconducting s■olenoid magnet provides afield of 22.4 ⅩG parauel to the

beam axis･ The inner diamet9r Of the magnet is 18S cm and its overall length is 46与cm･

This magnet cons'lStS Offour separate superconducting coik so that planaLr Chambers can

be inse,ted. Theunif.mity.f the
magnet主cfieli

B3 baral1elt. the bean
axis)is士1%

aLnd Bp, B, components areunifo-within 3･1% in the五ducial▼olⅦ皿e Of r ≦ 75cm

and 0 ≦ a ≦ 320cm. The field in the magnet voh1皿e is 二lapped every 2.54 cm in the

Z direction.
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The CylindricalChamberB

The target is coaxially surrounded by six hyers of cylindricalproportionalwire

chambers (Fig.-9). The innernost'and outermost radius are 6.OS cm and 49.02 cm,

respectively. Ih each hyer,anodewires are strung parrarel to the cylinder axis in

2.(氾皿Pitch. These anodewires are sandwitched by 2 cathodes, which are made of

strip line oriented土10o to theanode wire i皿inner 4 cylindersand 士15o for outer 2

cylinders. The active length is 100 cn for cylinder 1 through4, and 87 cn for 5,6. The

cylinder consists of pa.per honeycomb and doubleal血unmylaL laminate cathode

foils, resulting small amount of materials in each cylinder ( -

0.llgm/cm2 ). The

physicaldi皿entions of the cylindricalchambers are summari2;ed in table-1.

The typicalchamber e缶ciency is - 98 -

99% zLnd cathode spatialresolutions are

- 200FL aS Shown in tabl&2.

Table-1: The physicaldi皿entions of the cylindricalchanbers.

Cylinder Anode No.of Anode/Cathode CathodePitch No.of Ⅳo.of Stereo

Number Radius

ーcmー

Anode

Wires
Gap(班) (Ⅱ皿) Stripson

ーi皿αー

Stripson

(outer)
Angle

1 6.05 190 4.78 5.(X) 70 82 loo

2 9.55 300 4.78 5.00 114 126 loo

3 12.99 408 5.09 8.00 98 1鵬 loo

El 16.55 520 5.09 8.00 126 134 loo

5 29.41 924 5.77 10.35 175 182 1与○

6 49.02 1540 5.77 10.35 294 301 15○

Table-2: The Cathode spatialresohtion of cylindricalchamber.

Cylinder cathode Z

Number res○1Ⅶtion resolution
(FLm) ー〝mー

1 175. 700.

2 155. 620.

3 195. 780.

4 185. 740.

5 220. 580.

6 220. 580.
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The Solenoid PJanar Chambers

The downstream of the targetinthe Solenoid Magnet is covered with three kind of

PWC chambers. 3 layers of GAP chamber, 3 layers bf PLUG chaLnber8and 3 layers of

full bore
chambers (calledN･5 chambers)･

GAP chaznbers

The GAP chambers are PWCwith anode and cathode readout (Fig･ 10)･ The

wire spacing of the anode is 2.032 mm and two cathode plaLneS COnSist of 6.86 mmwide

separated 1.27 Ⅱ皿Strips etched intoaluminum mylar sheet. The strips are rotated

士45Qwith respect to verticalanodewire. This arragement mak銭it possible to provide

theunique space poht by one chamber Plane･ The -odewir6 ( - 1･Sm length 20JL

diazneter
gold-plated tungsten ) aLre held by a pair of insulated support wir缶StretChed

perpendicular to the anode. The spacialresolution of the cathode is - 2(氾ILm.

h these Chambers, the centralregion around the beam axiswith a radius of 8.255

cn is deadened by a mylar sheetwith stylofoan supports. This prevents the tracks in

the highintensity beam region from pro血cing the u皿n飴SeSary and disttubing signal

on cathode strip. This deadened region
is completely covered by the following PLUG

chanber8.

PI-tJG chambers

1 Ⅱ皿wire spachg PLUG chambers are located on the beaL皿aXis where the in-

stantaneous particle且ux is high. Five PLUG chaznbers are tued h LASS. The first

three PLUG chamber completely cover the deadened area of GAP chambers, while the

renalnlng ChaLnbers cover similarly deadened area of three MS chambers in the TWIXT
● ●

region(the region
between solenoid and dipole

magnet).
One PI-UG chamber has 3 an-

ode planes which provide theinformation of I,y and e coordinates (e≡エCOS 0 -

ysinO

witbβ- 350 ).

Full-Bore Chambers

Thefu1l-bore chambers (fig･ll),1abelledwith the l15, 2･5 and 3･5 chambers, aLre

planar PWCs withanode wire spacing of 2.032皿皿, Which are mounted in the inner

bore of the solenoid magnet coil. Each chamber consists of three aLnOde planes Oriented

y,= zLnd e cooridinates. ( e ≡エCOSO
-

ysinewith 0 - 45o ) ･
The chmberframe
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is octagonalin shape so that to cover aB much of the 801enoid bore as possible. The

diameter of active area is approximately 141 cm.

3. 3 The Dipole spectrometer

The dipole spectrometer measures the inomenta of particle producedwithin 50 -

100 Ⅱ汀ad of the beam axiswith momenta i ≧ 1.5GeV/c. The configuration is shown

hfig.12.
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The Dipole Mムgnet

The Dipole Magnet is a conventionalwater-cooled magnet having an apeture of

185cm(Ⅱ)× 102cm(V)･ ( holiEOntal×
Vertical)･

The magneticfield is oriented to the

verticaldir∝tion and the maximum strength is 18KG atfull excitation(
70SO A), which

corr飴POnds to a total丘eld i皿tegralalong the z-axis of 30.1 KG･m The ll GeV/c

particle is kicked by thisfield approximately 90miliradian･ (The half of the experiment

was Performed by 2/3fieldintegralb∝a･useof budget
constraint･)

The Mムgnetostrictive Spark Chamber
■■■■■■■■■■■一-

Seven magnetostrictive readout spark chambers (MS ′chambers)
are usedinthe
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dipole spectrometer. Three are at the reglOn between solenoid aJid dipole magnet
●

(TWⅨT region)and
four are atthe downstreamofthe dipole magnet. Five ofthe8e

chambers have effective area. of l~50× 300 cm and other 2 have larger effective area of

200 x 400 cm. Each MS chamber provides x,y, e and p coordinateinfornations, where

e=-"OSO-ysinO and p= =cose+yshO. The stereo angle
0 is j= Boo for five MS

chambers and土25o for two large chambers.

The Tea.dout of the coordinate is perfornedwith magnetostrictive wand line. Two

or threefiducialwires ace Placed on each wand line. The time arrivalof each pulse is

digiti2;edby a time digiti2;erCircuit called ANNA modulewith a 20 MEE Clock. This

implies a wand coordinate digiti2;ationby - 0.027 cn
lfor

typicalwand lines. The spacial

resolution of the MS chamber is 0.5 ～ 1.0工nエn.

The tw近t
region

is suffered by strong strayfield of solenoid magnet. To nhi皿ali2;e

the effKt Of this magneticfield on MS w年nd, each wand in the tw滋t MS chaⅡ血er is

wound by a con and is pulsedwith a current of 10-30 A during the beam spill to cancel

out thefield e触t. Eowever, the MS dlanbers in the twixt region still hve lower

e缶ciency relative to the downstream chambers. A typicale缶ciency of each plane is

0.70 - 0.85 for twixt dlanbers and 0.95 for down stream chambers.

The Scizltinator Ⅱodoscopes EA押and LPS

Two large scintillator hodoscope aLrrayS, HAand ⅡB, are located right behind the

MS chambers. Th怨e counters are COnSistedwith pa.dales of scintillators contacting at

the center, as shown fig.13. The ⅡA hodoscope consists of 2 × 21 paddles, having

dimensions of 20.32 cm x 83.82 cn except center paddle. The di皿en5ion of center

paddles are 10.16cn x 83.82cn. The EB array consists of 2 x 38 paddles. The

center 24 paddles have dimensiones of 10.16 cm x 83.82 cm. The outer 14 paddles have

dimensiones of 15.24 cm x 83.82 cm. Both IIA,HB hodoscope are aLrTanged to form a

10.16 cm x 10.16 cm hole at the center.

A circular counterwith a radius of 9.84 cn, called LPS, covers the beam holeinthe

HAand IIB. It is used to veto the non-interacting beam particles in the event trigger

logic.
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3.4 The Cerenkoy Counters

LASS has two thr由bold type eere止ov counters named el and e2. el eerenko▼

counter is located at the downstream of the solenoid magnet while e2 Cムunter
is situated

at the tail end of the LASS sp∝trometer.

The CI Counter

Freon 114 gaLS isfilledinel at atmospheric pressure. The momentum thresholdfor

q and E are - 2･6GeV/c and
- 9･2GeV/c,respectively･ The length of the ga占radiator

is ≧ 180cm.

This counter is segmentedinto 38 optically isolated cells, which enables this counter

to identifya particleinaL multi-particle enviroment. The segmentation of the el counter
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i8 Shown in fig.14. The counter i8 Segmented intofourring nazned I),C,B,A ring in the

order of increasing radius. Each ring is further dividedina2;imuthinto 2 for Dring,
●

and 12 cellsfor B, Cand Aring. The paJtition is achieved withvacuum depositioned

aluminum
mylar表heets. Atthe downstream end of each cell, eerenkov lightis re且ected

nornalto the bean axis into- an opticalassembly consisting of a plastic Fresnel lens,

a light collecting horn and a RCA 8850 Quantacon photonultiplier (fig･15)･This

photonultiplier has good single phot&electron response. Because of the large stray

magneticfield in this reglOn, the･ phototubes are carefully shieldedwith a set of iron
●

pipe and 〝一皿etal.

■･15

蕃
TOF亡一NTt■

tOO■1NG OOy～書E▲Ll

.▲166^与J

Fig. 1▲ A 8Chematic representation of Cl

eere止oy cotLnter, The- TOP hodo∝ope lo-

cated immediaLtely doⅧtrezLm aLrealBO 8hoyn

Fig. 1S The n∝hanical8tmCttLre Of the CI

Cere止ov cotnter: A cross 8∝tion of the Cl

am血ovhg the hght cou∝tioA Path･

by dashed hcs.

since the optics of el counter is rather complicated, the perfo一皿aLnCe Of the el

counter is afunction of particle traj∝toryi-ide the counter･ The precise e缶ciency as

afunction of position, direction of the particle and momentum is napped
by tLSng a

■

large sample of打士h the decayed daughter of Ko. The e瓜ciency curve is shownin

fig.16. Marginalparticles which pas8eSwithh 3 cn of a cell boundary andthe lower

three ine缶cient cells of the bottom quadrant ha.ve been excllldedinthis measurement･

The zLSymptOtic e瓜ciency are 0.971土0.006,0.987士0.002and 0.998土0･002for A,B
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and Cring
respectively. The effective momentumthreshold for灯, Whichgiv償e瓜ciency

better than O･95, is -

3･OGeV/c･

I.0
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Fig.16 The e缶ciezICy CtLrYefor the three ringさOf Cl. This CtLrYe is obtaizLed tL8izlg PtLreさmaPle of汀土

idezltified aLS decayed datlghter of Ko.

The C2 Cerenkov counter

Freon 12 (CCL2F2) is filled at l･2 atmospheric pr田STe
in e2･ The length of the

radiator is 175cm. The eerenkov photons zLre rC且∝ted by one or more of eightmirTOrS

located at the back of the counter (fig･17).Those photons zLrefocus8ed by the light

"horns" onto the photocathode of a photomultiplier XP2041. The phototube which is

Sensitive to UV photons are used Since intensity of eerenkov radiation i8 proportional
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to 1/^2.

The asymptotic efRciency of the counter is 99 % and the eqective pion threshold

momentum is - 3.OGeV/c.

Fig.1T A Bide yiey of C2 Cerentov cotntq.

3.5 The TOP system

The TOF counter system (fig.18),is located at五-573 cm iⅡ皿ediately downstream

of el counter. The TOP system consists of 1 cm thick 24 paddle shaped scintillators.

Each scintillator is viewed from one end by phototube througha Incite lightguide halving

a Winstone cone shape lightcollector. Because of the large leakagefield of solenoid (-

600Gauss), each phototube is shielded by two layers of steel and p一皿etalwith bucking

coil,and phototllde axis
is

set approximately perpendicular to the magneticfield･
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The phototube output is discrizninated and used as a stop signalof TDC. The start

t血g is
provided by SE counter

in the beam line. The puke height of the TOP counters

and SE counter arealso皿eaStlred to corr∝t the tine wa比due to the v打iation of pulse

height.

The conversion of the observed TDC value into meastued tine tれe... ZLnd various

corr∝tionB are Perfomedwith thefo1lowhgfomula:

tmea8 -

alTDC
-

a2
-

a3

怖盲

J

V

a4 + αsL

E]Fi;巨岩飢

-

a6L2
-

a7L3 (3.2)

h this expr噂Sion, I is lightpath in the schtillator; tl is e瓜氾tive velocity of lightin

the scintillator ; the a)･ aJe COnStantS tO be determined from the data and ADCsE, ADCTOF

ace the measured ADC value of SE and TOP counters. The term involving ADCsE
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and ^DCTOF Correct tine walk of these counters due to vaLriations of the pulse height,

and L2,L3 tens provide a position dependent correction for theinternaloptics of the

TOF counters.

The parameters in this formula are determined using a sample of fast (p≧3GeV/c)

nega.tively charged tracks. The obtained time resolution of the TOP system is listedin

table-3.

Tabk>3: The tine resolution of the TOF system.

TOFNo. Resolution TOFNo. Resolution

(ps∝ー ーps∝ー
1 605 13 422

2 521 14 437

3 710 15 392

4 580 16 551

5
-675

17 534

6 510 18 与16

7 631 19 506

8
.427

20 564

9 501 21 512

10 445- 22 601

ll 458 23 547

12 504 24. 490

With this configulation of the TOF system, the separation of汀/K
is possible upto

-

1.1GeV/c and 7r/pseparation
is possible upto

- 2･3GeV/c ･

3.6 Ioniziation measurements in the cylindricalPWC

The prlmary design criteron for cylindricalchambers was focussed on e缶ciency for
■

multi-particle det∝tion. For this purpose, `magic gas"血ture ( 20 % bobutane, 4 %

Methylal, 0.5 % Freon 13Bl aLnd balanced Ar ) is used to operate th怨e Chambers in a

partially saturated mode. Ⅱowever, it is found that a Significant paJticle discrimination

between protonand打Or E is still attainable in mo皿enta
below -

0.8GeV/c if we

carefully calibrate the pulse height. Here we discuss the method of the calibration of

the pulse height and its Performance of particle discimination･
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Calibration procedure

The calibration of the pulse height of the cathode stripsinthe cylindricalchambers

are, at first, perfomed tLSing relativistic (β≧ 0.9) negative charged particles. This

provides a 95 % pure sample of pions. Using this Sample, incidentangle 0 dependence

and gain variation in each ca.thode ace COrreCtedrun by runbasis.

After making th雌e COrretions, βdependence of the pulse height is calibrated屯5iig

the pure proton sanpleinthe Kp elastic events. The neaBured pulse height shows well

known Landau distribution (fig･19-a)･ Ⅱowever, the measured pulse height raised to

the o.3 power are found to be reasonably Gaussian. (seeFig･1年b).The mean of the

Gaussi年n distribution a5 afunction of β is shown in Fig.20. A clear β dependence is

Seen.
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the ptLh height raised to the Foyer 0.3
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Discri血払ation ProcedⅦ∫e

The probability (り.･)that a track is a proton or pion is determined甘5i皿g this GatLS-

siaLn distribution:

qt･-去e=p(-妄･
(

pM
-

P(P.･)
q

(3･3)

where pM isthe exp∝ted mean value of the pulse height raised O･3 power distribution

calibrated by protonsinEp elastic events and q is the standard deviation of this dis-

tribution and p(P.･)
is measured p山se height raised O･3 power for a track to beknown

and I'is an index of proton or pion. Using measured momentum, P,･is calculated for

each of the mass hypothesises of proton or打tO Obtai皿the particle probability: ～,･.This

probability is determined in each cathode at first and then multiplied together forall

the contributing cylhders.

To illustrate the results of this procedure,fig.21 shows the scatter plot of the

logarithm of the likelihood ratio qp/恥VerSuSparticle momentum for positive cylinder

tracks. The
p/汀8eParation

is seen clearly in thi8figure･
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3.7 The DATA Acquisition SYSTEM

The read-out System

The signal from the PWCanode are amplifiedand stored in a shift registermemory.

The tine aJrivalof eachanode signalrela.tive to the event trigger is storedin6-bits

nenory. Tim&slotineach bit is 25 nsec and the full time window is as laJge aS

8∝加ec･ The totalnumber of the PWC anode wire is approximately 14000 [29,30]･

About 2500 channels of PWC cathode slgnalarefirst amplified and then passed
●

hto a saznple and hold module (SEAM -Ⅳ )【31]･The hold signalof SEAM module is

scanned by 12-bit ADC ( BADC) 【32】･Each SEAM
modul? c.onsists of.32.individu.al

cia-els and the BAI)C multiplexes the 20 SEAM module (640 channels)･

The ANNA modules storeall of the infornationfrom MS chamber. The ANNA

module digiti男ethe time infornationwith 20MEz clock. Up to 15 fold timing inforna-

tions on each wand are stored in this module.

The TDC and ADC infornationfor TOF znd eerenkov counters, the bit infoma-

tion of the counter hodoscope and the slgnalsfrom beam line devices are read out by
●

conventionalCAMAC nodule.And the scalerinfomation isalso automatically read

out every 256 events.

These data are coll∝ted by DEC PDP-ll/04 mhi-computer aLnd sent to the SLAC

centralcomputer syste皿Via Ⅱ‡M system 7. The SLAC centralcomputer were used to

spool the da,ta onto magnetic tape and monitors the various asp∝ts of the sp∝trometer

such as e缶ciency of chambers and coordinate multiplicities.

3. 8 The l士igger I-ogic

The event trigger for this sp∝tro皿eter is designed to det∝t the most of Kp induced

reactions as much aB possible. All of the bea皿induced events having at least 2 charged

tracks are det∝tedinour event trigger. This trigger logicbasically cons'lSt Of two parts;

the beam trigger logic and the cluster logic.

The Beam Logic

The beam trigger logicBT is glVen SChematically as:
●
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BT-⑳申≧1･0申≧2･SE･SY･RZNG eK･e. (3.4)

Logic eK ･ e. ensures that a incoming beam particle is a kaon. (SE ･ SY
･扉万否)

coincidence requlreS that incomlng Particle goes into the target. The gatewidth of the
● ●

coincidence (e申≧ 1)
･ (e◎≧2) is set

- 20 na∝ 80 that no more than one paJticle

enters the targetwithin士20 na∝. When more than one bea皿particle enter the target

separated皿Orethan 40 nsec during a beam spill aLnd makes a reaction h the target, the

tine informa･tion of PWCs and scintillator devices in the sp∝trometer can discriminate

these interactions.

The Cluster logic

The cluster logic detemies if two or more charged tracks exist in the region 8tu-

rotlnding the target. This is aLCOmphshed by counting the number of hits inthe two

im町Cylindricalchambers (CYL) znd in thefizst two plug chambers(PLUG).
The

detailed description of the chster logic is listed in the tableJ.

TableJ: The cluster logic

The Event Trigger

The event trigger logicuses these two logicsandalso the number of hits in the TOF,

EA and HB counters. The complete event trigger is formed from the logicalOR of four

kind of physics triggers, labelled to TO(i)(i
- 1 to 4 ):
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TO
=TO(1)+TO(2) +TO(3) +TO(4)

TO(1)-BT･五戸･TOF≧1･(PLGl ≧1･CYL≧2+CYL≧3)

TO(2) -BT･石戸･(HA≧ 1･HB≧1)･C.YL-2

TO(3)-BT･五戸･TOF≧1･(PLGS≧1･CYL-1or2)

TO(4)-BT･五戸･TO女≧
2･.PLGl ≧2

(3.5)

The logicTO(1) is for the events withthree or more s∝ondaries of which at least

two enter the cylinders, TO(2) is for the eventswith secondaries go predominantly

transverse to the target, TO(3)is for the eventswith at least
One占oes.

forward and one

or two particles moving tra凹VerSe tO the beam line and TO(4) is for the evehts that

particles are produced to forward dir∝tion primarily.･

The trigger acceptance for the reaction K-p - K-7r+汀~qOp is Rat and grater

thaz1 - 97%.

The monitor THgger

At the same time, another 4minority triggers zLre tlSed to monitor and calibrate the

spectrometer. :

Tl-BT･LP･TOF>1･HA≧2･EB>2

T2-BT･LP･TOF≧1･HA≧1･HB≧1･HA≧2+EB≧2

T3=BT

T4-BT･LP･TOF≧1

(3.6)

Tl is designed to be sensitive for the events that the beam particle weakly d∝ays

into thr∝ chalged pions (K-一打~打+汀~). Th怨e events are used to m止e a relative

calibration of the beam momentum and the dipole magnet. T2 trigger accepts K-p

elastic scattering events. T3 trigger yields a rando皿Sample of the beam track. These

beam sample are used in Monte Cairo event generator to simula.te the beam profile

realistically. The T4 trigger provides a random sample of "interacting" eventsinthe

sp∝trometer. These four minolity triggers are scaled down by the factor of 10 - 100.
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3.9 The data sample

The data taking was Started February of 1981and ended on May of 1982. h those

over the course of two years,the data were taken in three separaterunnmg periods:
●

1･ 2/04/81
-

3/03/81

2･ 5/09/81
-

6/29/81

3･ 3/27/82
-

5/27/82

Totalaccu皿ulated triggers are 120mi11ionfor a K- beam, and 23 milion triggers

for a K+ beam･ Th怨e raw data is stored on
- 26W reels of 6250 bpi( byte per inch)

magnetic tape.
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4. The event reconstruction and calibration

The raw data consist of address of hitwires､, pulse height of cathode Strip, time

information of MS wandand ADC
and/or

TDC Value of counters, etc･ The tasks of

the event r∝onstruction program are finding tracks from these raw data, determining

the particle momentum by track fitting and the r∝ognition of the event paterns･ h

this chapter, I describe the basicalgorithn Jsed to the event r∝onstruction in this

experiment. Conceptually, the LASS sp∝trometer consists of three elements, Beam

line, Solenoidand Dipole spectrometer. The trackfindingineach element is performed

independently, at first,and joined each other later. It is important to emphasi2;e that

the success of thealgorithm depends crucially on the quality of the raw coordinate hfor-

ma.tion. For this purpose, the basic properties of each
device were monitored through

the experiment and many calibration andalignment constants were created over the

course of the experiment tO remOVethe mn-by-run v訂iation.

4. 1 Ttack Parametri五ation

Tracks to be r∝onstructedfrom the raw data hclude (i)beam tracks, (ii)solenoid

tracks, (iii)dipole tracks comist of twixt segments and downstream segnents･

The beam tracks and the dipole track segments aJefitted by straight
lin塔parametri2ied

by the form:

X-Xo+

Y-Yo +

(蛋)
(蛋)

･ (a- a,,I)

･ (a -

a,,I)

(4･1)

where Xo,Yo,dX/dZ弧d dY/dZ are parameters to be determined and a,,I is agiven

reference point fixed during the fit.

The solenoid tracks make helicaltrajectoriesalongthe Z-axis. These tracks are

fitted by helices. The parametriEation we use is.･

X-Xo +R･cos(4)

Y-Yo +R･st'n(¢)

¢-4,,I

･霊･(z-a,,I)

(4.2)

where XoYToR,¢,.I and叫/dZ
are parameters tO be determinedand a,,I is again a
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given reference point fixed during the fit. Withthis parametri2;ation, momentum zLnd

chaLrge Of a forward going particle are glVen by
■

丹 -α･B･R

pL

-a･Bn霊J
Q -

-sI･9n(Z)
with a - 2.997925 × 10~4 (GET/KG ･cn) and B-22.323 (EG).

4.2 Beam track recozIStruCtion

(4.3)

The position and direction of incomhg beam particles are皿eZLStLred by the beam

chamber pachge (beam PWCs). This beam package is physically divided into u㌢

Stream Of anode planes having 3,y,P and e coordinata and a downstream package

giying y,I,yl,i , and p. The pa.ttem r∝ognitionalgorithn begins byfomig twか

wag, threかWay ZLndfotu-way match points in ezLCh pzLChge. These match poizLt8 are

made only for the poizltSthat has con由tent tinihg hoⅥnfromthe tinむSlot ~inforna-

tion. The Beam track candidate are fornedfrom a pair of th怨e match pohts. Onせ

pair ofthc match points aLre Sel∝ted wh鵬e tidg is consi8tentwith that a particle

pa88C5 throughth岱e ChaLmbers. h th窃e Candidates, a good in-time bea皿traCks are

Selected by requiring that the beam track is corTOboratingwith e卓hodoscope and it

also paBSeS throughSY counter. As a result, a single track is found ill - 50% of the

events, while double and triple beam tracks occur at the rate of
- 3S% and

- 15% ,

respectively. The primary bean track is then sel∝ted aB One from the proximity to the

events trigger ti皿hg and maxi皿un hodoscope corroboration.

There are no confusion to sel∝t the corresponding beam track. Ⅱowever,the other

bean tracks also produce the hit points in the PWCs locatedalong the beam region
in

the 8P∝trOmeter. To reduce the confusion created by th田e S∝Ondary beams, the PWC

coordinates corroborating to th噂e bea.ns are poisoned otlt, and are not used to define

the match points in the Solenoid trackfindhg.
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4.3 Solenoid track recon8tnlCtion

The solenoid track reconstruction consists 0f

1. The coordinate making for each cathode and anode planes.

2. The match points making in each chamber.

3. Trackfindingandfitting by a helix.

The coordinate making

The timing slgnals from the PWC anodes are r∝ordedwire bywire inthe time slot
●

bits. The first task is to sel∝t inti皿e bits and to clu如er the hits on contiguous wires.

The center position is used if contigu.ouswirc5 are hit. The coordina.tes of anode are

then obtained by multiplying chlSter addr窃S andwire spacing.

The coordinate perpendiculzLr tO the cathode strip is obtained from the pulse height

ratio between the peak puke height at the cezlter Strip azld the pulse height of it Side

strips. Since tut1al1y a track iz1血ces the significant signalin thr能Strip8, We have two

pulse height ratioswith left zLZldrightstrips (RL,み). Th岱e Pulse height ratios are

un1quely related to the position of an mlanche caused by a particle passingthrough･
●

To obtain this avalanche position, exp∝ted induced pulse shape is calculatedwith the

assumption of point charge l∝ated i皿the皿iddle of two infinite grounded conducting

planes･ With this asst-ption, the induced cha･ge density at a point (I,y ) due to ㍗

image charge Q at (=o
,0 ) can be calculated･ Ⅱere I is the directionalong the anode

wire and y is perpendicular to anode･ By izLtegrating over yfor a stripwith edges at =1

and =2
, the induced cathode charge isgiven by:

c(=o,

-冨n;.(-1,A(--1
(

=2 -=0
- tan-1

=1-=0

)) (4･4)

where g is the e瓜氾tive gap length between anodeand cathode planes･ From this distri-

bution, we obtain the relation between the pulse height ratio zLnd the avalanche position

(ェo)･h practice, however, one adjtLStment Of
a parameterinthis equation is nec岱Sary

to reproduce the observed distribution of the puke height ratio･ This adjustment
is

done by tuningthe e触tive gap length (g ) 80 taht the observed puke?eight ratio is

repro血ced (丘g･22)･
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The merit of this method is that coordinates are Obtained directory without fitting

the pulse height di8tribtrtion-and can be calculated very fast.And this method is free

from the systenatics observed in other methods. It isknown that the positiongiven

by the center of gravity or fitting by Gau8Sian or Lorent2;ianis shifted Systematically

depending on an avalanche position on a cathode strip.

h addition to this basicalgorithm, various corrections were nec岱Sary tO achieve

the good resolution which is presented i皿the previous chapter.
One was m∝hanical

corrections for foil deformation. Since ca.thode foils were stretched over the chamber

frame, the cathode foil were distorted･ This distortion was
8甲7eyed

bymicroscope for

each strip before installing the chamber aLnd correctio皿WaS done ba5ed onthis data.

The correction of the amplifier gainand pedestalwere performed tlSing the calibration

data provided by test puke.

Thewire bywire spacing Of the anode plane in the Gap chzLnbers wasalso st汀▼野ed
●

dir∝tly before imtal1ation. B∝ause of th岱efine tuning and a capability of defining 3

d血1en5ionalcoordina.te point thanks to the anode and cathode read out, the coαdhat田

of Gap chambers are most reliable. Gap chaLmbers are, then, qBed asthe ab801de

reference in the solenoid spectroneter.

Track reconstruction in the Solenoid

The helix track-findi皿galgorithm is based on the Ⅶ5e Of皿atCh points derived from

the individualPWC devicsinthe solenoid. As the first step, a Lelix candidate is

ch00en from aLny Of three match points h separated devices･ This helix candidate is

extrapolated to the other devices and searched how many corroborating COOrdinates

are foundwithh a suitablewindow si2;e(
4 q ). If a candidate has a small A-bet of

corroborating points CO皿Pared to the exp∝ted ntlnber of corroborating pointsl that

candidate is discarded iⅡ皿ediately. A x2fit to a helix is performed to the remai皿hg

candidates. If the resulthg x2 is good (ifthe fitting probability is greater than > 10-4),

the track is accepted.

To speed up the trackfindingalgorithnl a 8PeCialprocedtlreknown a8 (poisoning)
●

is invoked･ That is, once a trackwith good quality isfoundl the coordinates zLSSOCiated

to this highquality track are poisoned, i.e. they are且agged
as beingalready used and

are removed from match points yet to be used･ This procedure drastically reduces the
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number of helix candidates. The resultant track finding e缶ciencyfor a Ron decaying

track is morethan 99 %. This results are Checked by eye-scan of 8eVeralhundred events

aAdal80from Monte Cairo study.

4.4 Dipole track reconstruction

Reconstructing particle もra,j∝toryh the dipole spectroneter hvolv田three distinct

steps.

1. Coordinate making in MS chamber.

2. Finding lined in the twixt region and the dow耶tream region of the dipole magnet.

3. Crossing each downstreaふIizle ZLnd the twixt linethrotlghthe dipole magnet.

MS coordinate making

The coordinate of the MS chzLnbm are dete血edfrom the tine between the

丘ducialsignaland the each spaJk signal pulse propagate in the mapet stricti▼e wand

line. The important coTTeCtionfor the紀COOrdinate i8 for thd non-1inezLrity catLSed by

the vzLriation of propagation speed -along
a Ⅱ1agnetOStrictive wazLd血e. This corr∝tion

Tutor was detemied tuing皿any tracks of realdata. SizICe the Stability of the mag-

netostrictive wand line was not good,
- 50 corr∝tion tables were r∝reated over the

cotlrSe Of the experiments.

The twixt and dipole track finding

Thefirst step of the track血ding inthE5e region
is to determinethe candidate of the

track segments using any two MS ( or PI-tJG)chambers in down or tyvxit regions･ The

goodness of this track candinate is judged by comparing the ntlmber of corroboratizlg

pohts on another chambers and the exp∝ted numbers･ ∬ the level of corroboration is

acceptable, a linefit is performed and ifthe confidence level of the fit is < 10-4
I those

candidates are rejected. Afinalcheck is made to see whether the track candidate is

associated by in-time devices of scintillator hodoscopes or proportionalchambeTS. Ⅱ no

association is found in those devices those track candidates are discarded.

h the next step, the downstreamand twixt tracksare crossedthroughthe
dipole

magnet. The mome血tum of the track is determined by swimming the downstream track

throughthe dipole na.gneticfield intothe twixt region. The initialestination of the
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momenttLm i8 madefromthe totalbend of the track in the I-2; plane. The discrei)ancy

between the angle of the 8WtLm trZLCk and the twixt track provides a correction to the

initialmomentum estimate. This procedure isiterated untilthe angles of the 8WuntraCk

and twixt track agree. The error in the momentum is deterninedfrom theuncertainty

of the downstreamand twixt tracks, taking the multiple 8Cattering effect into account.

The txist MS chambers were more ine瓜cient than the downstream chamber. 班 a

twixt partner of a downstrem track is not found, the twixt track finding is repea.ted by

tLSing theangle of the downstren track in the Ron-bending plane(
the y-2; Plane)･

The

resulting twixt line-finding e缶ciency is 95 %.

Joining and sw*g of the tracks
･

●

Thefinalstep of the traLCking is the johig of the dipole track to the corTeSpOndhg

solenoid helix track. The dipole track is sⅥⅧfrom the twixt reglOn back into the
●

solenoid upto the Gap 3｣ This swi皿皿血g lS Performed by the Runge- Kutta method
● ●

tlS皿g the measuredfield map. At that point, the joining lS Checked in position and
●

●

dir∝tion.正the partner is fotlnd, tho紀SOlenoind track i8 re丘ttedwith the constraint

of the monenttlm de血ed by the dipole.

A pr∝i8e hit location in TOF and el counters i8 neCe応ary tO Obtainthe propagation

time in the TOP counter and to define thefi血cialvohLne in the el Cells. The Ⅷjoined

約1enoid tracks aLre ako sⅧn to TOP counter by the same Runge-Ⅹutta method･

4.5 Topology Recognition

Thefinaltask of the event r∝onstruction program is to associate the beam and

solenoid tracks to the production (primary)and the decay (secondary)vert∝es･

The primary vertex is r∝onstructedfrom the tracks offinalstate and beam track･

The location is determined by a least squaJefit, Whichminimize sun of the square of

distance di･between the i'th track and a common Primary vertex position :

pvQ - ∑d.?/n,
t

where A is the totalnumber of vertex associated tracks.正the quality of the fit to

this common vertex is poor, the trackwiththe largest contribution to PyQ is removed
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and theminimi2;ation is repeated. This procedure is iterated until aLn aCCeptable fit is

achieved.

Simi1aLralgoritlmi8 used to s占achthe candidate of KO, A, A and 7 COnVertion around

the target. These particles make the geometrically clear signature of yo vertex. This Vo

vertex is looked forany pair of opposite signed tracks that paLSSwithin 1 cm at the closest

-poht. The vertex point of yo is determined by a least square fit by zninimi2;ing the

distzLnCe between a coⅡ皿On S∝Ondary vertex and the 2 decayed tracks. The minimum

d∝ay length required is lcm - 2cm depending on the Vo production angles. Then the

candidates for節, A and 7 are loosely selected by assuming the appropriate tracks m'ass

to d∝ayed tracks.

The resultant topologies of the events aLre Classified intofo1lowing eight classes:

1･ Top(1) : A-prong ( All chaJge helices are ass∝iatedwiththe prinaq verta･)

2･ Top(2-4):one yo + A-prong, where yo is consistentwith Ko,A,互or 7

3･ Top(5) : one V- + zl-Prong

4･ Top(6) : two γ○+ A-prong

S･ Top(7) : one Yo and Y- + A-prong 1

6･ Top(8) : Three Vo + A-prong

Usual1y it is not possible tounambigously aBCiribe an event to one particulzLr tOpO-

logicalconfiguration.Some times the tracks can be azTanged hto severaldiGerent yertモⅩ

config甘rations. h this case, the multiple choices of the topologies are pe血tted･

4.6 The prodllCtion of Data Su皿ary Tape

The event r∝onstructionalgoritlmrequired 0.S5
s∝/eventonanIBM

3081Ⅹ com-

puter. Required CPU tine to process the entire data sample
is 2.4 CPU years. (BM

3081K
equivalent)･

To meet this need, the event r∝onstruction was Shared by three

computers. FACOM M2(氾at Nagoya University highenergy Laboratory, FACOM M382

at Nagoya University Computer Centerand 9 168/E processors at SLAC. About 60 %

of data were processed
by the first two computers and the remalnlng Were processed by

● ●

168/E･Using these conputers! the event reconstruction could be finished in a year･
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The re8ult8 0f the events reCOnStruCtionand the track a880Ciated coordinate infor-

mation are stored in DST ( Data Summary Tap怨). The data sample contained in the

DST i岳11 ･ 107 eventsinK- beamexperiment8･ Theselmge number of events are Stored

in about 100 reels 0f 6250BPI (byte/hch)DST ta･pes.
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5. The event selection of the K打+打~qO p Sample

This Chapter describes the event Selection tofi1ter the reaction:

K-p - K-打+打一打Op (5.1)

o圧E135 DST's. The K~叩finalstate is obtained from this reaction by taking 77

resonance region i皿the打十打~qO system. h thefinal state of this reaction (5･1),thqe

are 4 chaLrged particles and one neutral打0. The打O in thisfinalstate isLunseen partide

in this experiment, shce no 7 COunter is equlPPed in the LASS sp∝trometer. But, this
●

reaction can be r∝onstructed i皿this spectro皿eter Since it covers nearly 4町野CePtanCe

and its r∝onstruction e缶ciency of charged particles is ex∝e11ent.

Starthgfroznthe DST's, thefilterizlg Of the reaction (5･1)is perfo-ed by fou血g

fotu steps.

1. The topologicalevent sel∝tion and loose kinematicalcuts.

2. The KineⅡ1aticfit$

3. The Particle identification

4. Thefinalevent selection

h the first Step, the candidates of the K-7r+汀-がp events are Sel∝tdfromfo-

prong events by i皿pOSmg the loose missing mass Cut. h the n∝t step, the 古血も喝
●

events are refittedwith afull kinematicalconstraint8 tO distinguish reaction (5･1)from

the predomhant background process : K~p - K-q十q-p
･And one-hematicil con-

straint fit called 1-C丘t is perfomed aBSumingthe true reaction (5･1)･ FotLr kinds of i,C

fits are Carried otltwith diGefent mass hypothesiscs to coverall possible conbinatio凹

of charged particle mas8噂. Then the ambiguities of the mass assignment remained in

the 1-C kinematicalfit are r岱OIved by tuing the information of two eerenkoy cotnters

azld TOP counter hodo8COPe in the third step. Thefinalevent selection is carried out

to reduce the remaining background in the sample.

The kinenaticalfits doneinthe second Step Serve a POWerfull tool for data selection

and the improvement of resolution･ This fit (I-C)i8also useful to reduce the possible

number of combinations for chaJged particle mass也. The effectiveness of th飴efitting

procedure are exaLmined by the realevent observmg narrow slgnak ofりand u resonance
● ●

inthe 7r+打~qO system. The detail of the event selection is discussed info1lowing sections･
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5.1 The topologicalevent Selection and loose kinematicalcutB

Afirst step in the K~7r+打~qOp data selection i8 focussed on dedtlCinglmge data

sample to a more manageable si2;e. Th鵬e events COnSist of fot*. prong associated to

the interaction vertexwith net charge 2;erO are Sel∝ted as candidates for the reaction

(5･1),zmd following rather loose kinematicalrequire皿entS are imposed: (a)for at least

one mass aSSignment~ combiiation, themissing mass Squared (MM2).∝oiling aLgainst

K-q十汀~p must satisfy IMM2I
<

-0.3(GeV/c2)2 ; (b)the four momentuntraASfer

)i;-pf
- [t

-

i,A.･.Iis smaller than 2･0(GeV/c)2forat least One Of the accepted mass

pernut?tions; znd (c)with the assumptionthat themising mo皿entnm V∝tOr COr-

responds to qo, the e触tive mass of the three pion system M(打+打一打0)must 8atisfi

M(汀十汀~wO)≦ 1.1 GeV/c for at least one of the survivingムass combinations･

3177Ⅹ events s血ed th怨e Criteria. A typicalnlSSmg mass SquZLre distribution
●

●

for thc5e Sample is shm in fig.23, where 4 enetries per event are plotted assuzning

all hypotheticalcombinatioLBOf K-q+打-p. A peak seen
aroundおM2 (K-q十打-p)-

o com田from the ,eadion (5.1)and the p,edohhaAt backs,o.nd pr∝ess:'K-p -

K-q+汀~p.

The effective汀十牙~7rO znass distribution for the紀4 prong events ofal1 sample

ace Shown in fig. 24. Againal1 possible mass combinations of K-q+7r-p are plot-

ted per event ifmissi皿g皿aS8 Square falls h the region betw既n
-0.15 (GeV/c2)2 aLnd

o.1 (GeV/c2)2I A clear u signalis already observed above a large continuotlB
back-

ground,弧d a little btnp ofりSignalis seen at M(汀十打~qO)- 0･55GeV/c2･

Futher event sel∝tion5 ZLre, then, carried out foc心Sing on the reduction of th岱e

substantialbackground･ The refit of the eventwith kinenaticalconstraints aLnd the

hfornation of particleindentification devices are very effective to reduce these back-

ground.

I More tight mi出izLg maL88 8qtLaLre CtLt than the criteria (a)i8 &PPhed to make po錦ible of the dir∝上

comparion betyeen this di8tribtLtioA aLnd the late=ample･
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5. 2 The :Kinematicfit

The re且t of loosely selected K-q+打~qOp event are performed by a multi-vertex

least-squares fitting prograLm Called MVFIT. This program refits the track associated

measured coordinateswith the constraints of the point primary vertex or/and of the

reasonable kinematicalrequlrementS. The method of La9range nultipliers is used in
●

this constrahtfit. h this method a x2 function to bemimi皿u2;ed is defined by the

form:

L-;(
=I'- =pTed

qi )2･2 ;^jF,･ (5･2,

where I,･ are measured coordinates; =p,.a are the predicted coordhatesfor the cuzTent

set of tracks and vertex parameters; qi are the estimated error ofユ.･including the eqKt

of multiple scattering;入j are addtionalfree parazneters of the血gra9e multipliers

and F)･ are the equa･tions which define the constraints such as poht vertex , energy or

mo血entⅦ工n COn5emtion.

Th占fit onlywith the constraintwith the point vertex is calledカGeometry'fit･

Togetherwith Geometry fit,we akofit each eventwith two diffqcnt kinematicalhy-

pothe5飴. One is so called 4-Cfit and the other is 1-Cfit. h the 4-Cfit,the event is

fittedwith the hypothesTIS K-p - K-q+7r-p imposing the constraintthat the energy

and 3 momenta are conserved betw紀n initialandfinalstate. On the other hand, in

the 1-Cfit, we assume the true reaction K-p - KI肝+打-qOp
･ With the asstLnPtion

●
● ●

that mlSSmg mOmenttLn is ca汀ied by a qo, the totalenergy conservation glV岱One

khematicalconstraint.

h general, there are four possibilities of mass assignments for the charged particles in

th窃e reactions. Two of these possibilities come from the permutation of K- and打~ for

two negative chzLrged tracks and another two combinations
come from the permutation

of汀+and p for the two positive tracks. Explicitly
, th塔e four combinations are written

as follows:

i ) Xf-X{X]'xI
- K一打-打+p

ii ) Xf-X{Xf'x{
-

7r-K~汀十p

iii ) Xf-X{X/'x{
- K~q-p汀+

iv ).X/-X{Xf'x{ -汀~K~p打+

SO

(5･3)



where the 8uper8Cript +/- Of X denotesthe charge of a
particl占and the subscript

I/s specifies the faster or slower particle inthe same charged tracks according to the

longitudinalmo皿entum P2.

Four kind offit8 assuming these combina^ions of naB8 hypothesis are performedin

both 4-C and 1-Cfits. The CPU tine required to fit each event was approximately 1

8eC On FACOM M2∝) equivalent, the resultant totalCPU time to process 3177Ⅹ events

was 883 hours.

The evezlt Selection a洗er mIT

The convergezICe Of geometry fit is required tofi1ter good candidates of the reaction

(5.1)･The predom払ant background process K-p - K-q+訂~p is renoyed if events

8atis&the
4-C kinematicalhypothesiswiththe con五dnce level of ≧ 1.0~10 for at least

one possible paLrticle assignment. Then the events are accepted if they sati8fythe
1-C

kinematicalhypoth田i8 K-7r十汀~が?withthe confidence level of ≧ 1.0~10.

The event8with poorly measured tracks are failed h the geometry fit btLt tha鵬e

are negligible ( 0･6 % ).The confidence level distribution of 4-Cfit zLnd cut value is is

shown in fig. 25. To show the reliability of 4-C cut, M(7r+汀~が) distribution of the

removed events by this cut are shom inthe imer histogram offig･24 ･ Approximately

41 % events are removed by this 4-C cut but no evidence of the loss of IJ Or u Signalis

observed h these rejected events. The cut position of 1-Cfit is shown in fig. 26, and

the same打+打~qO effKtive mass distribution eliminated by this 1-C confidence level cut

is seen in fig. 27-b. Additional25 % of events aLre removed by this 1-C cut butalso no

evidence of ～ or u is observed i皿these discarded event smaple.

As are shown,these kinematicalfit8 are Very effective to remove the background

without serious loss of true events.
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5. 3 The particle identification

The events are accepted if they 8atisfythe 1-C hypothesis for at least one possible

particle asslgn皿ent. Then the ambiguities of the mass aBSlgnment are remained
inthese

● ●

sample. The information of two eerenkov counters and TOF system is tLSefu1 to resolve

these ambiguities. This section 8unmari2;e the condition of the particle identification

by these devices.

The el aLnd e2 eerenkov counters are used to separate打Zmd K above 3.0 GeV/c.
To reduce the probability ofmis-identificationinth岱e devices, good el Cell region

whichgivc5 the locale缶ciency ≧ 95% for pion is tlSed to identifykaon.

The TOF counter system is used to identify both positive and negative particles.

Using the measured tine I by TOF system and the particle nonentun p, the mass

Square Of a particle is given by the equation :
●

-2(p, -p2 ((;)2
-1)

(5･4,

wh打e i denotes the path length of
a particle, and c is the velocity of light.

hthe sample passed the 1-C loose cut,the m2 distribution is plotted againstthe

momezltⅧ in fig. 28-a and fig.28-bfor positive and negative charged particles, respec-

tively. For positive chaJged particl甲, Clean汀+and p band are Seen and K+ signal

are negligibllysmall. The information of TOP counters are used to separate打+ znd p

below 2.3 GeV/c if the mass derived from (5･4)is consistentwith汀Or P maSSwithh

3 q. For negative chaJged tracks, the signalis dominated by打~･ The band of K~ is

not clear since the number of slow K- particles is relatively small in this momentum

range. To pick up the well identi丘ed打~ ,
3 q sepaJa^ion of q and K is required below

1.3 GeVc.

Using theseinformation of particle identi丘cation, good combinations of mass as-

slgnnent aLre Selected from the solutions succeeded by 1-Cfit. For example,ina case
●

that 1-Cfit succeedsinthe maB8 assignment for Xl+ be灯+and X&+ be
p but still has

ambiguities i )and ii)shownin Eq･(5･3), zmd ifa faster negative chaged particle Xf- is

identi丘ed by eerenkov counter as ∬~, then we can define theright mass assignment ii)

for this event. hthis wayal1 consistent assignments are picked up from the 801utions of
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I-Cfit. With this rather loose requlrenent Of the particle identification, the ambiguity
●

of the mass determination is reduced drastically. h fact, as is discussed in the latter

section, the possible mass a8Slgnment8 in thefinalsample can be determined unlquely
●

●

for about 90% of totalevents. Before discussing these points inorequantatively, I sun-

maJi2;e thefuther cuts applied to the sample.
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cotLntCm･ (a)zLnd (b)曲oy the di8tribtLtiozLfor phL8, m血tLBlharged partida, respectiy中.

5.4 Thefinal eventさelection

h thefinalstep of the event sel∝tion, I have searched possible good criteria to

reduce the remaining backgroundwithout serious loss of the true events. As a rest)lt,I

haLVe found following cuts are appropriate forthiB Purpose.

1. Theanti-particle identification:

s4､



2. The Vo rejection:

3. The target reg10n Cut:
●

4. The dE/血cut:

5. The tightmissing mass and 1-C confiden乍e level cut:

1. The anti- particle identi丘cation

Since the constraint of 1-Cfit itselfi8 rather loose, it is possible thatanother Ron

K-p - K一打+打~qOp events arealsofitted accidentally by 1-Cfit･ To remove some of

th飴e background, follムwing two classes Of events are rejected using the information of

the particle identification.

1. 8 % events are positively identified such Ron K-7r+打~p combinations as打-汀-X+x+,

K-K-X+x十, x-x一打+打+ and X-X-K十x+, where X± stand forthe non iden-

ti丘ed particlesもy particle identi丘cation devices.

2. There are another class of evezltS Which the results of particle identification are

consistentwiththe K-7r+7r-p combinations btLt they are inconsistentwithall

succeeded sohtions of 1-Cfit. For example, a faster negative charged particle

X/- is identified as K- by eerenkov counter but only znas8 aSSig-ezLtS Of打- for

this particle are succeeded by 1-Cfit. 17 % of events falls to this class znd are

elizninated fronthe saLZnPle.

h th飴e two Clas86 0f event, Only small evidence of TI Or u Signalare observed a5

showninfig･27-c･ Th窃e loss are consistentwith the mis-identification probabiuties of

particle identi丘cation deyices.

2. The Vo rejection

Other tlSeful cut to z･educe the background iB the rej∝tionof the event including

the 7 COnVerSion around the target.Althoughnon zLmbiguous Vo events have been

removed when we have Selected 4 prong e寸ents, the events which have a Vo solutions

asalternative topology asslgnment Still remain h these Sample. For th雌e Candidates,
■

the scatter plot of the d∝ay helicity angle at the r偲t frame of the Vo verstlS yO mass

is shown in fig.29. In this distribution, p10n mass is assumed for the decayed daughter
4

particles. Clear bands of 7 8既ninthe left edge of thi8figure, While Ko band
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is not clear･ These 7 C弧didates are rej∝ted,if following two criteria are satis丘ed. (1)

the maL88 0f yo is less thzLn S･5MeV/c2with the asstnption that daughter particles

zLre el∝tron ･ (2)The decay length of Vo (i.e.the distance betwe- primary zLnd Yo

vertex ) is greater than 2.0 cm. Additional6% of events are removed by this cut. The

M(打+汀~7rO)sp∝trum for rej∝ted events are 8howninfig. 31-a.
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3･ The target
region cut

●

The location of beam interaction point (fig･30)is required to be inside the target :

-10.1
cm <PVZ < 102.1 cm

PVR ≦ 2.5 cm

(5･5)

where PVZ is a primary vertex 2; POSitionand PVR i8 a radialdistance of the vertex

from the target center･ The eqcct of this cut is
small(

0.3 % ).

4. The dE/& cJt
One independent ch∝k on the mass assignment can be made ushg dE/& info-aT

lion on the cy血dricalchamber. The likelyhoodfunction describing the ratio of pion

and proton probability derived from the pulse height information of the crylindrical

chamber i8 Plotted against the particle momenttn infig･ 32･ The particles of K~I lr+

7r- zLnd p sp∝ified in each figure are the assipment deterdned tlSing eerehkov
,
TOF

cotnters zLnd 1-C kinmticfit. As can be馳en h the紀figtlrC5,the a/& information

for K- and汀~ are con5istentwith the particle ass喝nment, Whilefor汀+ or p, We Can
●

observe the small portioz1 0f the events that dE/& tells wrong a8S如皿ent･
The紀eX-

c飴Sd events sp∝ified by the solid line offig.32< and fig.32-a, are removed since three

pio皿naSS M(汀+汀-7rO)sp∝trun for thc5e rejected events Show昔nO eYid-ce of the 77

or u 8ignalbyal1 po郎ible combinations of mass assig7皿ent (fig･31-く)･
Additional10

% of events are removed bythis cut.

叫t･

Final1y the criteria on themissing mass and 1-C confidence are tightened to

-

o.15(GeV/c2)2< MM2(opp. Elr+7r-p)≦0.1(GeV/c2)2

C.L.I_C≧0.01 .

(S.6)

The tight 1-C cut is required in order to reduce the ambiguity of the mass assignment･

The lost events by this tight I- C cut is shown in fig.31- b.

Themissing ma£s Squared MM2(K-7r+打~p)distribution calculated from theun-

fitted quantities isgiven in fig.33. The vertical1ineB in this figure indicate the cut

position.
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583092 K一打+q~qOp Sample are passed all cuts described above. We callthis afinal

K一打十q-qop sample.
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The particle8 (a)K- , (b)7r-

,(c)
7r十aLZLd (a)p BPeCi丘ed in each丘gtm zLre the once detemied tL8izlg

&zLOther pdicle deyic也ZLZld 1-C丘t･ The血cs iA (c)and (a)izldicate the ctLt pO8itiozL qBed to remoye

incon8i8teZLt
eYentさ.
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5.5 The discussion ofコ1出さaSSignment

h thisfinal8ZLnple, 1-C kinematical丘tgiv田in anunique a88ignment of the charge

particle maLSSeS for 62 % of events, and other 25 %
,
12 %, 1.0 % of the events hve 2

,

3 or 4fold zLnbiguities. It should be noted that the possible nuznber of the assi田皿ent

for charged p打ticle is limitted relatively well by 1-C kinematicalfit.And the remainhg

ambiguities of 1-Cfit mainly existinanalternative assignment between K~ and汀~ of

highmomentum ( ≧ 1･OGeV/c ) two negative charged particles･ Onthe other hand,

汀+/p
discrimination is done rea50nably well by this 1-C kinematicalfit.

The particle identification by eerenkov and TOF counters are in the complementary

situation. The highor moderate momenttn particles canbe idenfified by these devic甲.

Therefore these informations work effKtively to reducethe remalnmgambiguitiesin
●

●

1-Cfit. To illustrate the overall situation of the particle identification, the event. ratio

that each particle in a event is identified by these particle identi丘cation devices are

8u皿ari2;edin Table_5.
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Table_5 :

K- 打｢ 汀十 P

Cerenkov 50% 26% 17%
TOF 0.5% 12% 27% 6%

Cerenkov/TOF 50% 38% 44% 6%

Cerenkov/TOP 72%

100

80

60

与0

20

0

1 1.5 2 2.5

Li(ⅩTl) (GeV/cう

1 1.5 2 2.5

x(K -77) (GeV/cう

rig･8▲ The probabihty of particle identification by CcTe止oy aLZLd TOP cotLZLter8for the rection

K~p - K~叩, (り- 7r+7r-7rO ) (a): The identification prohbilities of K-,7r+,{ azld p. (b):the

probabihties th上 either K- or 7r- i8 ideAti丘ed aLnd at leaL8t One Of the particle i8 idezLti&ed. h this

MoAte C血I the d∝ay zLnPlar di8tribtLtioA is throyn Ⅶ■ifornly･

As can be seen from this table, each K-,打~,汀+
praticle is identified for almost half of

the events･Andfor 72 % offull data sample, either K- or ∬ーis identified by these

devices･ To see the situationinthe ～ mass region
,the

same probabilities of particle
●

identification Studied by the K-p - K-叩 Monte Cairo event are showninfig. 34.

The Monte Cairo indicates that either K- or打~ can be identi丘ed for about 7S % of the

events at M(K77) -

1.75GeV/c2. convining th飴e informations and 1-C khematicalfit,

the resultant assignment of the charged particle masses is done uniquely for 87.7 % of

the events. A two fold ambiguity remains for ll.9 % of the events and 0.4 % have more

ambiguities.
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t

The remaining ambiguities for the - 12% of events are,finally, resolved by choosing

the particle a88ignment thatgives the largest 1-C confidence level. To show the relia-

bility of this choice, each M(打十打-qO)distribution of all po8Sible mass a8Signmentsfor

ambiguous events is glVen in fig. 35 togetherwith the distribution of the events in an
●

unique mass assignment. The loss of the ～ ,
w signalby choosingthefirst candidate of

the mass assignment is 2.5 %, 3 % of totalaccepted events, respectively. The mass岱

of the charged particlesinthe reaction (5Tl) are determined remarkably wellwithout

serious loss Of the true events, even thoughthefinal8tate Of this reaLCtion is rather

complicated.

The su皿ary Of the event selection discussed in this chapter is 8hownin Table-6･
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Selection Fraction Removed remaining
Requ i rements Cut events events

1.total t.riggered
events(打~ beam)

A-7[+7(7rOp event selection

2. select 4-prong events

..all
4 tracks are associated to primary

‥vertex and AQ-0.

3:.?s%yey!:;ISNe2
(kinT:;-apt)iycsa.i.

&qeuy12r
emen i S

ftipT,)1y≦ 2.0 GeY2

4. 〟(7{7[-7EO)y≦t.1GeV

5. geometry riも is converged.

6. 4-C event cut.

cut if C.i.4-C≧1.0-tO

7

･芸::,!てffiさ･.tT諾?o.p-'"
8. particle identification.

ヲ6.p:諾…;≡芦(rtye)xelvSenltnsSide

target I

ll.トC tight cut.

Accept if C.L.I{≧0.01

12･まcut

!言:1#5hyき<滋(cEit;･巾,,al.≦...
CCeY2

RI77P event Selection

14. select Lr77P events
o. 52MeV<〃 (7{7{7rO)≦o. 57∝eY

15. remove Ⅳ* .

Cut if 〟(17P) ≦ 2.OWeY

16. remove γ*.

Cut ir 〃(Kp) ≦11.8EX;eY

17. limit t

o. o8GeY2<

0. 004 12083

0.408 1291 145

0..252 472023

0. 269 354n

0. 003 革労9
0. 072 754≡氾

0. 143 14fW44

0. 094 774∈姓

0.218 162W

0. 987 5754e6

0. 388 2S59

0. 155 725

0. 2BO 1O2h

1.87･107

745m

5830S2

Table-8 The stLmmary Of the eyen七光l∝tion on the reaction K-p - K~7r十7r~7rOp･
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5･6 The generalfeat一1re Of the K一打+打~qOp system･

The three pion mass M(汀+打~qO)sp∝trum offinal58309_2 K-∬+汀~qOp sample

shows clear indication of the ～ znd u (fig.36).The same
plotwiti expzndedりregion

is Shown in fig. 37.

The solid cnⅣe stlPPeTP岱ed iB afit by resohtionfunctions plus background parametri2;ed

by third-order polinomialftnctions. Double Gaus8izns having a co血on Center is used

ZLS reSOlutionfunction to reproduce each 8ignalshape:

(A)-aRl

･e=P(-
(M -

MR)2

2･qil )+aR, ･e=P
(M -

MR)2

2･吃 ) (5･7,

where M is invzLriaLnt皿aSS Of 7r+汀~qO zLnd aRII鴨IMRIORII〃R, are Parameters tO be

determined by the fit. The fit results are su皿ZLrized in table一丁.The re5ult8 0f the fit

with single GaussizLZl are ako shown for comparison.

hble一丁; The paLraZnete茂fit 7r十汀~7rO distribtltion.

Resonance Ga皿88ian MR(MeV/c2) qR.(MeV/c2) qR,(MeV/c2) aRJaR.

E] dotLbleJ 548.0土0.4 6.4土0.8 16士2 0.51士0.18

single 548.1士0.4 9.7士0.3

U double 782.7士1.1 13士1 31士1 0.58土0.04

Single 783.0土1.0 19土1

The mass position5 aLre in good agTeementwith the world average value ofりand u

resonances, and thewidth is consistentwith the sp∝trometer resolution.

There are 7626 events inth叩maSS region0.520GeV/c2< M(汀+汀一打0)≦0.570GeV/c2

(fig･37)andthe signalto noise ratio of this signalis about 1:1 I The number ofthisり

8aLmPle after background subtraction is one order of magnitude larger than any other

previous experiments [9]･

h thefo1lowing s∝tions l discuss the overall acceptance and resolutions of Kq

systemandthe absolute normali2;ation of this experiment a洗er describingthe Monte

Calro simulation.
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5. 7 The Monte Cairo simulation

Althoughthe g甲metricalacceptanCe Of the LASS spectrometer covers most Of the

4汀SOlid angle acceptance, the acceptance corr∝tions are carried out to take into ac-

countthe resolution and e瓜ciency of detectors, decayand absorption of particles and

cuts applied in defining the sample. The Monte Calro events Of the K-qp reaction

are thrown且at in M(K-q) zmd in t-channel helicity angles,andwith an exponential

lt;-p[dependence of slope 4･0/(GeV/c)2, which approximately match to the'realevent

distribut ion.

Each trakks of these generated events are processed throughthe simulation program

of LASS spectroneter describedinAppendix-2. h this simulation program, many

attentions aLre Payed on particle tracking aLnd the det∝tor reSpome, to reproduce the

realistic performance of the LASS spectrometer. The results 0f the simulation aregiven

at the level of the raw coordinateswith ex∝tly 8ameformat of the realdata. Then

these eYent8 ZLre Pr∝e出ed by the sane progaLⅡ旭Of event reconstruction, kinenatical

fitting andthe later e▼ent aLnalysis programs tlSed in the realdata to dete血e the

acceptance. A洗er correcting the acceptance by th田e M_C. e▼ents,工nOre realistic nzLSS

zLnd angulzLr distribution is reproduced by weighting to the M･C･
evenや･( s既Capter

S.2)

The comparison ofりSigpalbetween data and Monte C血o is disphyed in五g.38,

where histograLm Shows the data distribution after mbtracting the backgTOtnd. h this

subtraction, the background paranetrized by third-order polinomial(see Fig.37) is

tlSed. Monte Cairo distribution is supperposed by clo訳d circle. The agreement betw能n

data and Monte Cairo is good.

5.8 0verall Acceptance

The e鮎cts of the cuts used to selected the K~qp sample is su皿nZLri2;ed in Table-8.

The overall acceptance is mainly detemied by 4 prong requirements and tight cut

of 1-Cfit which is applied to reduce theambiguity of mass assignments. The eqect8 0f

other cuts aLre Small. The di瓜culty to detect the slow proton is mai皿reaSOn Ofthe loss

in the 4 prong requlrement. Withthis reason, the acceptance is rapidly changed in the
■
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small lt;-plregion a5 Showninfig･ 39･ The loss 0f the ～ 8ignalby tight 1-C requirement

is
roughly consist占ntwith the e8timated一丁Slgnalloss inthe realdata. The overall

●

accetance (fig.40)sm..thlychanges
f,.m 0.32 t. 0.34. It is A.tedthat the acceptance

does not drop even if in the highM(K-q) mass region around
-

2.4GeV/c2.
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Fig･ 38 BaLCkgrotLnd stLbtraLCted M(7r十7r7rO)di8tribtltion in the q region･
Ei8tOgram 8hoyB the data

di8trilmtion after backgrotIAd BtLbtraLCtion･ Monte Calmdi8tribtLtion i8 BhoyzL by closed circle･ h this

Monte･Calro the d∝aLy aLn印1aLr di如ribtLtion of realdat& iB血o taken izLtO ZLCCOtnt.
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･1.4GeV<m(打~77)≦1.5CeY
1.7CeY<m(I(77)≦1.8GeV

Selection Fraction Accumlative Fraction Accumlative

Requirements Cut acceptance Cut acceptance

1. event trigger

2. 4-prong events

‥4
tracks年SSOCiate to beam

∴vertex indムQ-0.

3:

o?s%yey圭<7L?"e2(kF;%-a,i)iycsa.i.
&t;v2

I{BT,)ly≦ 2.0 GeY2

4. geometry riも is converged.
5. A-C event cut

cut if C.L･.4{≧1.0一]0
6. good 1-C fit.

Accept if C.i.]{>_1.0-tO

7. particle identification

覧‥琴宗蒜irta=≦o･ -′z

ll.トC tight cut.

Accept if C.i.1{≧0.01

12. select A-77P events

o. 52CX;eYOt (7{7=-7=0)≦o. 570GeY

13. N+ cut

14. Y+ cut

0. 026

0.481

0.025

0.012

0.974 0.016

0.520 0.4∈氾

0.5C6 0. Q22
0.494 0.017

TzLbl一8 E触tさOf the eyeAt紀l∝tiozL OZ'the zLCCePtaZICe･ The table hst the e触t of theきモl∝tiozL Criteria

OZL the K-p - K~りPfor K-～ maL8S &rOtLnd l･45 and l･75 GeV･ The ctltS ZLre de∝ibed in the pr∝edizLg

書モ亡tiotL.
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mt8 ZLZt血o▼n. The e鮎d ofN- zLAd Y+ re計

｡AaLZLCe CtLt& aAd the ht a
tLe払pl resiozL

iLZt tik皿izLtO ZLCCOtnt.

The kinmatics of the reaction K~p - K-qp can be coznpletely speciaed by fotu

kineznatical▼打iables illa glVen beazn znomenttn experiment, since 77is J7'- 0- particle
●

and target is not porlad2;ed. The convenient the5efour Ⅷiables are the血y訂iant mass

of K~りSySte皿M(K-り) , the皿Omentun traLSfer丘on t血get to proton zAntu
its

m払iznnm lt;-pl- ltpTP- i,A.･nland two decay zugles coseGJ and卓G) Ofthe K~

direction in the t<hannel helicityframe. (Got也ied-Jackson frazne)I The deSnition of

these angles is illustrated in丘g.41.

The resolution of the invariant naBS 〟(K-り)changes fro皿18 MeV/c2 to 22 MeV/c2

depending on tile K-q eqective mass aS Showninfig･ 42･ The lt;_plr60lution varies

from 0.016 to 0.020 (GeV/c)2 depending on the K-q mass from l･1 GeV/c2 to

2.3 GeV/c2. The resolution of
d∝ay

angles c侶OGJ and ¢GJ are
about O･02 and O･03

radia血 , respectively. These resolutions aJe accurate enOughto mike a precise angular

zLnalys'ISin the next chapter.
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Fig. 41 The de6Aition of the decaLy aLZLgles cos eGJ, 4G) ill the I-cLzLZLZLel heEcityfr&ne.
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5.10 The Ben8itiyity of the experiment

The sensitivity of the experiment is defined as

S - Nb.anPpLqcor

where Nbeam is the number of beam particles enter the targetI Pp is the number of

protons/c'n3
in the taJget and L is the length of the target. Finally qco, is a correction

factor cones from bean decay, electronics dead time and event processlng loss.
●

The totalnumber of K- beam particles over the course of the experiment is Nbea爪-

1.469 × 109士0.3%. The effect of the spectrometer dead time have been taken･ into

account in this value. The corT∝tion of another e触t are sⅦ皿皿ZLri2;ed following table

: Table-9.

Table-9: The corrections to the raw beam丑ux.

TypeofCorr∝tion Si2;eOfCorTeCtion

Beamd∝aybeforeenteringtarget 0.983土0.002

Beaminteractionordecayintarget 0.954士0.α)2

Electronicsandtriggerdeadtine 0.996士0.010

E▼entprocessmglosses
●

0.882士0.020

Totalcorrection5 0.768土0.026

The target proton density pp averaged over the course of the experiments is 4･728 ･

1022 i 0.S% cn-3. The taLrget length at the liguid H2 tenPerattLre is estineted to be

L= 84.6j:0.2 cn.

The resultant 8enSitivityinthe K- bean experiment is :

S - 4･082 i 2･7% events/nb
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6. Angular moment analysis

6･1 The general features of the KりSyStem

M( K~り)distribution.

Selecting theりmaBS region in O･520GeV/c2 < M(打+打~汀0)≦ o.570GeV/c2 which

contain 7626 events , the K~q eqective znass. spectrum (fig･43) shows a prominent

peak around 1.75GeV/c2,and no other significant structure is observed in the other

mass
region･

h particular, there is no structure in the K2'(1430)region･'

N', Y'background

h the dalitz plot of thefinalstate K-qp (fig･44),we can s既this prominezlt Peak

as aLn intense baLnd. Other intense bands seen h the low 71P and K-p maLSS reglOn Of
●

this dalit2; Plot come fro皿the di缶active processes :

K-p - K-N'

K-p - Y'q
(6･1)

Th窃e prOCeSS怨aLre COntribtlting to the highⅡ迫SS region of K-q system.

Th田e N'and Y'(∑'/A暮)resonances are el吐血natedfro皿the sample used inthe

angular analysis of K-q systemwith the cuts

M(qp) ≦2.00GeV/c2

M(K-p) ≦ 1.85GeV/c2
(6･2)

The positions of cuts are Shownin the eqective mass distributions of qp (fig.45)and
K-p (fig.46), respectively. The resultant K~q distribution is shown by the shaded

histogram in Fig･43･ The highM(K-q) mass region contahs the re且∝tions of these

N', Y暮productions, but low mass region ≦ 1.80GeV/c2is free from th怨e re且∝tions.

The angular distribution around M(Kq)
-

1.75GeV/c2

The polar cos 0GJ and a2;imuthal¢GJangular distributions in a pro皿血ent peak

region ( 1.70GeV/c2 < M(Kq) ≦1.80GeV/c2 ) are showninfig.47 and fig.48for
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the events after appling N'aAd Y暮cut8and limiting the lt;_.lregion between O･08 GeV/c2

and l･00 GeV/c2. In th噂efigures, Ron-aaeptanCe COrreCted and acceptance corrected

distributions are presented to demonstrate theuniform nature of angular acceptancein

this maB8 reglOn.
●

Both cos OGJ and 4GJ distributions show clear structtlreS. h paJticular, the a2;-

imuthalsi皿etry Observedinfig.48 is confirmation of parity consemtion in the

productionand decay process. The depopulation at -士180o and at - Ooindicate

that helicity 1 naturalparity exchangegives
an important contribution to the t-channel

production.

6.2 Angular Moment analysis

h order to detemie the spin of this promin也t Peak aLrOund 1.75GeV/c2 ;nd aho to

search another structtlre in this system, the mass dependence of the angular distribution

.f K-りSyStem ･u
studied quaLtitativelyfor K-りnaSS

region belムw2.3GeV/c2 and

in the Jt;_plregion betwe瓜0･08 GeV/c2 and l･00GeV/c2 I The lower'It;-ptregion
is

removed
in this analysis since the r∝onstruction of slow proton is diEicult.

This aLngular analysis is ca汀ied out in the stlCCeeding two steps. h the first step, the

decay angular distribution of this system is expressed i皿terⅡ迅Of写Phericalhzmonic

moments, andinthe s∝ond step, this皿OmentS is d∝omposed intothe production

amplitude8. Followlng S∝tions are deyoted onthefirst step of the moment analysis and
●

the s∝ond stepwill be disctLSSed in the next chapteL

6.3 Baさic Formula of moment analysis

The acceptance corr∝ted decay angular distribution a(X, ∩)of K-～ system caLn

be expressed in terms 0f the moments Elm Of the sphericalharmonics,

a(X,n)

-去∑
tLm(X)Y,i(n)

Z
,7rL

>_0
(6.3)

where we have used the abbreviation X - (MK一吋,]t;-pl)for皿aSSand momentum

transter,and used ∩ - (cosOGJ,¢G))forthe K- d∝ayanglesinthe t-chaLnnel helicity

●
-
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frame (Gottfried-Jacksonframe )･The YIL(∩)in this equation stand8for the realpart

of 8phericalharmonicfunction:

YtL(∩)
-

eLれRe(YLm(∩)) (6･4)

with elm
- 1 for m - 0and Et,,. - 2 for m ≠0

, respectively. This simplication results

from the parity conservation in the stronginteraction process. hthis thesis, w占use

Too(∩)
- 1

asチnomaliヱationcondition of har皿Onic functions･ With this definition,

too nonent corresponds to the acceptance corrected totalnunber of events in each bin

of mass MK-q and lti-pI･The orthogonalcondition of YLムisgivenby :

YA'(∩)Yp'(∩)dn- 4打fA6Ap

入- (∫,m)

〝
- (J′,mり

(6.5)

where 6Ap is Xron∝ke/s delta･

This acceptance corr∝ted distribtltion a(X, n) is obtained from the observed data

distribution D(X, n) by correcting for the spectroneter acceptance A(X, f)):

D(X,∩) - A(X,n)a(X,∩) (6･6)

This acceptance corr∝tion are czLrried otLt by expressmg the distributions in terms of
●

sphericalha-onic nonents･ Multipling both side of eq･(6･6)
by Y):(n)andintegrating

over n tlSing the orthogonalcondition eq,(6.5),
we canobtain a set of linear equations

in each bin
ofthe variables X - (MK一可,It:_pl):

･爪- ∑AAyty
〝

where r入are raw data moments defined by the form :

i/rA=- D(∩)Y;(∩)dn

-講yA･(nt･,

(6･7)

(6･8)

A8 Can be 8∝nfromthe second equation of (6･8),the raw data moment is the simple

su皿エnation of the event weighted value of the sphericalha-onicfunction YA'(∩.･)･
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^Apin(6･7) are acceptance correlation matrix defined by the equations:

A(∩)YA'(∩)Yp'(∩)dn (6.9)

This correlation matrix canbe calculated by the Monte Cairo method.

Taking matrix inversion of eq･(6･7), the acceptance corrected moments tp are deter-

mined from ra･w data
moments r^and the acceptance correlation matrix A入). :

tp - (AA,v)-1`ArA,

and the corresponding error matrix Efor tFl is glVen by the equation
●

丑- A~1D(A一l)T

where I) corr6POnds to the error matrix of the raw data moments :

DlfL -

∂∈r

∂YA'∂Y/:

/D(fl)YA'(∩)Yp'(∩)dn

N

- ∑yA'(∩.･)Yp'(n.･)
i=1

(6.10)

(6.ll)

(6.12)

6. 4 The acceptance correction

The determination of the acceptance correlation matrix ^入F. IS perfo-ed by Monte
●

cal,. method. h the M.n上e Cal.., the i皿tegralof
eq.(6.9)

iB
Calculated

by the stlZZ皿a-

tion of each Monte Caho event:

AAp

-志"g'yA･(nt･
,Yp･(n,･, (6･13,

where NGen iB the totalnumber of generated event8and Nob. is the number of ob-

served events paSSedall the same cuts applied to the realdata. This 8u皿ation i8

approximately equalto the integralif enoughnu血ber of events are generated･
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h a Strict 8enCel howeverI 8incethe resolution of the 8PeCtrOmeter i8 limited,the

●

8mearlng effect tdue to thefinit resolution of kinematicalvariables may be taken hto

accountinthe calculation of the acceptance. 班 we tile this eqectinto account, the

equation (6.13)is modified to:

AAF. -

1

Nee
,.

N.A.

∑
i=1 (

a(X.g,∩.g)
yA'(呼)y.I(呼) (6･14)

where the super丘ces R aLnd a refer to r∝onstructed and g甲erated quzntities･ hthis

formula, since the production distribution a(X, ∩)do僧nOtknow71 in prior, the acce㌢

lance matrix and angular moments Elm Should be dete血皿ed iteratively. The acceptance

matrix detemiedwith the且at angular distribution is used as an initialestination of

the acceptance matrix. Usingthis matrix, the acceptance corT∝ted moments ttn can be

detemied and more realistic production distribution a(X, ∩)is obtahedfromthe紀

tL,,.IThis iteration is repeateduntilfurther iteration dos not Seem tO Change the re馳Its.

h practice, this iteration has reasonably converged in a few ti皿窃.

The number of events generated by the M.C. is at least 20 ti皿CS larger than the real

data in each mass bin. The obtained o▼eral1 mass acceptance Ax伽isalready shown in

fig･40･ Thewiggle se蝕&rOund M(K~q) -

1.75GeV/c2 is Smearing e触ts due to the

finite resolution of the sp∝trometer. For another acceptance correlation moments, the

mo皿entSwith snail I (≦.2)are only significant and those are chzLnged smoothly as a

function of nas8.

6.5 The Backgrotlnd

●

Since slgnalto noise ratio ofりSignalis about 1:1, the estimation of the Ron-～

background liesunderneathりreSOnanCe is i皿POrtaLnt tO Obtainthe true moments of

Kq system. To estimate this background, the behvior of each moment is studied
in

thewide three pion mass M(打+打-7rO)region･ Then the background is determined by

interpolating the shape of the momentintheりWmg reglOnintoりmaSS reglOn. The
● ● ●

detail procedure is as follows.

The K~ decay angles of cosOGJ and 4GJ Can be defined in the r塔t frame of

K一打十打~qO 8y8teminthe reaction K~p - K一打+汀~qOp ･ Thereforethe raw data
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moments rL仇in this system can be obtainedinany mass M(q+打一打0)region by the

equation (6･8)･h the first step of the background estimation, th髄e raw data moments

ace?Valuated
aB afunction of M(q'打~qO)ineach lOOMeV/c2 bin of M(K~打十打~qO)･

The binwidth of M(K一打+打一打0)is tふicedthe binsize normally usedinthe analysis

of q mass
region

to
guarantee the statistics. 50MeV/c2 bin Step is used in theanalysis

of 71 reglOn･ The typicaldistributions of raw da.ta moments are shown in fig.49forthe
●

K一打十汀~qO mass region between l･70GeV/c2
-

1･80GeV/c2･ The
structurecaused

by ～

resonance is observed clearly in the moments 一oo, r20, 7･22, r40and r62.

h the next step, each raw data moment isfittedwith a Gaussian resolⅦtion function

forりSignalplus a second order polynomialto separate the background. The result of

fit is supperposed in each figure of Fig.49. h this fit, the slgma Of the G弧SSian is
●

fixed to a typicalresohtion of ～ signalh each皿aSS bin. The background components

h theりnaLSS region are, then, detemied by integrating the background terms over

theりmaSS region ( 0.52GeV/c2 < M(汀+打-㌔) ≦ 0.57GeV/c2 ). h the third step,

the acceptance COZT∝tion of thee background皿OmentS are performed usmg equation
●

(6.10).Thefinalstep i8 the estimation of the error of th益backgmd皿0Ⅱ皿t. This

error is calculated from the error of the background terms in the GatLSSianfit and its

acceptance corr∝tion is carried out: usingthe equation (6.ll).

6.6 The Moments aS afunction of K-りmaSS

The K-りmaSS dependence of the acceptance corr∝ted皿OmentS in the lti-plinter-

valbetween 0.08(GeV/c)2and 1.叫GeV/c)2 are Shown infig･50･ Here closed circlewith

error bar is the moments in the q signalreglOn and histograLⅡ旭Show nonりbackgrotlnd
●

contribution. The background is smooth in mass and only nonent8with snail t are

significant. The acceptance corrected and background subtracted Kq mass distribution
●

(toomoment)
is shownhfig･51･

We can see clear bump structtLre in the moments of t00,t20,t22,t40 and t62 for the

mass region
-

I.75GeV/c2. since nonentswith L > 6 or m > 2 are not significaLnt,

these structures are the indication of the presence of a Spin 3 resonance. There is no

evidence for significant Structure elsewhere･ Esp∝ial1y, again, no evidence of K2'(1430)
●

lS Seen.
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Since bothnaturalandun-naturalparity amplitudes are existinginthe mass
region

-

1.75GeV/c2, it is nec偲Sary tO d∝ompose these momentsinto productionamplitudes

for more qu-titative discussion about the structure around
-

1.75GeV/c2.

6･7 Moments as afunction of [t;-pI

To studythe production m∝banisminthe
- i.丁5GeV/c2.egion, the momen-

tum trimSfer (i:_pldependence of the moments is obt~ained in the K~りmaBS between

l･60GeV/c2 and 1.95GeV/c2. Thc5e distributions are shown in Fig.52. h th岱efigTLreS,

the no皿りbackground isalso shom by the histogram. Again, same moments Of L ≦ 6

and m ≦ 2 are dominant.

Esp∝ial1yfor m - 2 moment of t22 and t62, the ttmover e触ts are observed in

the small It;-plregion･ This is the indication
of the nattlralparity exchznge for this

resonance.
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7. The Amplitude Decomposition

7. 1 The basic formula

h order to &tract the K~p - (K-～)pamplitudesfrom the observed moments, it

is convenient to use combination of helicity amplitudewith definite exchaLnge naturality.

h terⅡ娼Of helicity amplitudes HALI the production amplitudes L入可Of the K-71 System

with spinLand I-channel helicity A via natural(NPE) 77
- +

orunnatural(tJPE)

りニーParity excange are expressed by the form:

L如-

CA(Hf
-

q(-1)入H_LA) (7･1)

whereeA is喜for入-OaLnd去for入≠0･
The observed moments can be expressed as stLnS Of billinear products of these

production amplitudes. The explicit relations between moments and zLnPlitudes are

given by [33]:

tL- -

LL;,q
(
(2L+ I)(2L'+1)

2J+1
< LL叫LO >卜1)A-< LL'^^'JLm >

･
⊥Re(LAqLま'･q)･
4c入CA･

(7･2)

where < I > aLre Clebsh-Gordancoe瓜cients･ h this expression, the -Ⅱ-ation of

nucleon helicity is iznplicitand the spln Coherence at zluCleon vertex is as8u皿ed.
●

Re(L,qLま',q)
-

Re(Liq.Lii'q)+ Re(Lip_Lil_'吋)
-

Re(L^_I_L='t'q)十,Re(L^_～.L':i'q)
(7.3)

The relations between these amPlitudes and moments relevant in this analysis are

listed in thefo1lowing table (table-10).
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Table-10: The relations between the moments and the productionamplitudes

too-s.2+p.2+p3 +pl十D3十D竺+Di+F3+F3 +Fl
ilo -2･SoPo + 1･789PoDo + 1･549(P-D- + P+D+) + 1･656(D-F- + D+F+) + 1･757DoEo

tll -I.414SoP_ + 1.095PoD_ - 0.632P_Do + 1.O14DoF_ - 0.717DTFo

t20 -2･SoDo + 0･894P.2 + 1･757PoEo -

0･447(P3 + pl)+ 1･434(P-F- + P+F+)

+ o･639D害+o･319(Dl十Di)+ o･596E.2 + o･447(F3+ Fl)
t21 -1.414SoD_ + 1.095PoP_十1.171PoF_ ∵ 0.717P_Eo + 0.452DoD_十0.298FoF_

t22
-0･548(P3

-

pl)
I

0･293(P-F-
-

P+F+)十0.391(D竺- Di)十0.365(F3
-

Fl)
t30 -2･SoFo + 1･757PoDo -

1･014(P-D- + P+D+) + 1･193DoEo + 0.422(D-F- + D+F+)

t31 -1.414SoF_ + 1.171PoD_ + 1.O14P_Do + 0.632DoF_ + 0.298D_Fo

t32
-0･926(P-D-

-

P+D十)十0･577(D-F-
-

D+F+)

t40 -1･746PoEo + 0･857D3+ o･545E3十0･091(F1+ Fl)
I

1.鵬9(P-F-
-

P+F+)

-

o･571(D竺十Di)

t41 -1.195PoF_十0.976P_Eo十1.107DoD_十0.498FoF_

t42
-0･845(P-F- -,P+F+)

+ 0･452(D2_
-

Di) + o･287(F3
-

Fl)
tso -1･699DoEo

-

1･201(D-F- + D+F+)

ts1 -I.140DoF_ + I.074D_Fo

t52
-0･870(D-F-

-

D+F+)

t60 -0･840F.2
-

o･630(F3 + Fl)
t61 -1.112EoF_

t62
-0･431(F1

-

Fl)

Here Lo stand for helicity 2;erOunnaturalparity amplitude Lo - Lo-, and L+,L- are

the helicity one naturalparity Ll+ andun-naturalparity amplitudes Ll-
, reSp∝tively.

h this table, we use the abbreviated notations:

LL'≡ Re(L入qLi'･可)
- lLAq[lLま'･q(cos(OLL･)･
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Fitting the moments by these amplitude8, ab801山e value of each amplitudeand the

relative phases canbe determined.

7.2 The Fitting procedure

The acceptance corrected and background subtracted moments are used to detenine

the production amplitudes.
since moment8withL ≦ 6 and m ≦ 2 ar-e enoughto

reproduce the data distribution, the amplitude入> 1 is neglected. Each moments tlptO

L - 6,m - 2 az･e used to determine the amplitudes So;Ro,Pi,Do,D土Ro and Fj=. We

choose Fo and F+ waves aB a referenceintJPB and NPE amplitude. These reference

phaB岱Can be chosen independently, sincethere are no interference ten between tJPE

and NPE a皿Plitudes (seetable-10).

The determination offitting parameters are Perfo皿ed independently in Cad mass

bin･ The x2function to be minimized in the fit is defined by thefom:

x2
- ∑(ty- iD(EJ.V)-1(i,一句

PJ/
(7.5)

where i/. are measured moments after subtracting the non-～ background
zLndぢare

predicted momentsinthe terms of amplitudes･ EF., are e汀Or matrix for tv･ Tie e6ect

of the background subtruction areincludedinthis e汀Or matrix by adding botherror

matrices in q r塔OnanCe region EBvand background ESeh･･

EJW -

EEv + Epb,acl･ (7.6)

h the practical fit of the moments, realand i皿aghaJy Parts 0f the a皿plitudes So,Po,

Pi, Do, D土, Fo and Fi are used as free parameters h5tead of the absolute value of am-

plitudes aLnd relative phases. The former parameteri2;ation i8found to be more suitable

than the latter in this analysis, slnCe boundary conditions of the latter paraLmeteri2;ation
●

are criticaltofit snail statistics data.
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7･3 The Re8ult8 0fthe AmplitudeB a8 afunction ofK~りmaSS

The amplitudes as afunction of K-りmaBS are

Obtained享nthelt;-ptregion
between

O･08 and 1.00(GeV/c)2.The su皿ed amplitudes

lLl.2.I- IL十I2+ fL-L2+ )LoI2 (7.7)

are shown i皿fig.53. Only F wave has the significant peak structure.And other waLV飴

are consistent with且at distribution withh error bars. The F wave is Stable since it is

the highest wave in the amplitude d∝omposition. For anotherunderling waves S, P, D,

there are ambigTlities inthe region above 1.5GeV/c2. Butthose difference arewithin

error bars shown in fig.53. The detailed discussion onthe ambiguities of theunderling

wavc5 is glVen in Appendix 1.

7.4 Properties off waye

The resonaJICefit with Breit-Wigner form

To extract the resonance parameters from F wave, afit is perfomedwith relativi8tic

Breit-Wigner withno background ten The Breit- Wigner used in this fit i8 expressed

inthe fom :

血 〟ri (〟)
dM ~~~~~I(昭一M2)2 +昭r2.I(M)

rt｡t(M) - ∑rt'(M)
t

ri(M, -rS (i)2L'l(普)(
r!..

- ∑r畠
t

(7.8)

where L is a resonance Spin, C is a nornali2;ation corLStant, M is the e触tive maLSS Of the
●

K~q system. Ado and r?.Iare the resonance mass
andthe totalwidth, resp∝tively･ r'.

i8 the partialwidth to the i'th decay mode at M - Mo. qand qo are c.m. momenta of

d∝ayed particle at Mand Mo
, respectively. Finally, D,(qr)is a Blatt and Weisskopf

barrier factor[34】zLnd r in this factor is interaction radius of the r竿onance,which
is

fixed at 3(GeV/c)~1in the fit. The explicite form of the barrier factor DL(X) for t ≦ 4

i8 glVen by:
●
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Do(X) - 1

D1(X) - 1+X2

D2(X) -9+3･X2+x4

D3(X) -225+45･X2+6･X4+x6

D4(X) - 11025+1575･X2+135･X4十10･ズ8+x8

(7･9)

Thefitting results of lFIt2.Iare supperposed in丘g.53. The obtained mass andwidth

ace Sumnali2;edinthe tabl&11.

Tabl合一11: The resonance parameters Of [FIt2.t

F
2
tDL

Mass

Width
M-1749士10土12MeV/c2

r-193±…与MeV/c2
x2/NDF 7.0/9

h this table事the quoted errors zLZ･e Statisticaland systematic errorsl reSp∝tively･

One of the main contribution tothe systematic error on mass
'LS

estimated by shifting the

mass binni皿g by half(士SMeV/c2). other source of systematics by the the fitconditions

are ch∝ked by changing the value of interaction radins r between 2 -

4(GeV/c)-1 or

including other d∝ay皿Odes K汀, K'汀and Kp in the decay barrier factor. Th朗e effKt8

are found negligible.Another main systematics on mass comes from the di缶culty in

eliminating the N暮re且∝tion･ This e触t is estimated by tLSing different N'cut valu鶴

and is approximately as large as the
statistical-士10MeV/c2.

The systematic error on

mass quoted in the table is obtained by addingthe5e two errors in quadrature.

Given the results of the moment analysis and the amplitude decomposition,the peak

around 1.75GeV/c2 is therefore most naturally interpreted as the JP = 3- K3'(1780)･
The mass Value itself is systematically lowerthanthe value cited 'Inthe PDG table t8],

but the difference i8 Within one 8tZLndard deviation.

The totalintensity of the F wave (K3'(1780))i8 COnSistentwith the peak intensity

observedinthe KりmaSS
8PeCtrum(Fig･51)･
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7･5 The decay branching ratio of K3'(1780)

Fig･S4 shows the detailed decomposition of the F wave. Both fEToI2and JF+[2show

strong peakand [F_I2contribution is negligible. Theintensity of Fo wave is about 60%

of F+ wave. The observation of both tJPB amplitude Eoand NPE amplitude F+ zLre

consistent with the results of K3'(1780)production inthe same Ron charge exch甲ge

reaction of K打Channel 【7]･The observation of the substantialintensity of the tJPE

amplitude in the non chaJge exchange reaction is explained by the generali2;ed C-parity

conservation. This conservation inpliesthatthe pomeron, which contribute to the NPE

amplitude, couples tO the odd spin States Only througha snail non18inglet component.

The dominant NP丑a皿plitude, therefore, is

_reducedandthe

UPS waves contribute

signi&cantly. [7].

The cume 8uPerPOSed is the fit with pure Breit-Wigner form to obtah the produc-

tion cross section. The fit results are･.

MF. - 1752 j= ll MeV/c2

rF. -

192I::MeV/c2

(x2/NDF -

7.0/9)

MF. - 1733 j= 15 MeV/c2

rF. -

147!圭王oMeV/c2

(x2/NDF -

6･7/9)

(7･10)

(7.ll)

htegrating the Breit-Wigner formula&for the )Fo[2zLnd rF+I2over the approxinayely

two r mass region between 1.4 -

2.2GeV/c2,and corr∝ti皿g theり一打+打~qO decay

braching ratio (-0.237),the visible cross section inthe measured (t'lregion (o.08- 1･00

(GeV/c)2)is obtained to be:

q(K3'-(1780))
･ BR(K3'~(1780)- Kq) - 2･30土0･23士0･08FLb (7･12)

The quoted errors aLre Statistics and systematics, respectively. The systematic error i8

estimated from the difference when mass binnmgs are Shifted by half. The efrat on
●
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the integralvalue by the change of丘tting conditions are small. For example, afit of

IFo[2wave by fixing the mass Orwidth to the value of lFIt｡tgives-1.4 % or +0.5 %

change of the integral, respectively.

The momentum transferi;ーPdependences of the significant zLnplitud¢s fFor2and

(F+J2 in the K3'(1780)region (1.60-1.95GeV/c2)are showninfig･ 55a andfig･ 55b,

respectively. The t'dependence of F+ wive is consistent with the expected form of

naturalparity exchznge, and F. is
consisteふtwithun-naturalparity exchange. The fit

by the forms

^+ It'Ie~B･[t'f

for tF+I2zmd

Ao ーf

(m芝-f)2
e-Bott'I

forJEoI2in the [ttlregi?A ofO･08 ≦ It;ー,I< 1･叫GeV/c)2,yielding the shape paLrameterS

Bo -

5･9土1･4(GeV/c)~2(x2/NDF- 4･3/6)and B+ -

9･2士0･8(GeV/c)-2(x2/NI)F
-

4.4/6).Co一丁∝ting the t'dependence by th占fomulae obtained above, the er鶴s Section

ti皿窃branching ratio inthefull t'regionis found to be
q(K3'~(1780))･BR(K3*~(1780)-

K~り)- 3･90土0･55 FAB (systematicerrorincl甘ded)･
The error mainly comes from the

extrapolation of the tl distribution to tl - o.

The products of the production K3'(1780)cross s∝tion times branching fraction to

K打SyStem in the non<haJge exchange reaction is glVen by the CERN-Geneva group
●

【7】.They parametri2ied in the formula :

q(K3'-(1780))･BR(K3'-(1780)
- K汀) - A･p~n (fLb) (p in GeV/c)

jL -76i25, A-0.95iO.I

(7.13)

where p IS a incident beam momentum.
●

Tiking cross section q(K3'-(1780))
･ BR(K3'-(1780) - K打) - 7･8士2･6 JLb at ll

GeV/c fromthisformula
,
the relativewidth of KりtO K汀is

R3
r(K3'(1780)- Kり)

r(K3'(1780)- K打)
= 0.50 士 0.18.

Taking the most precise measurement value for BR(K暮(1780) -,-K∬)
- 18･7士1･2%
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【4】,we obtain BR(K3'(1780)- Kq) - 9.4土3.4%I.
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7･6 The upper limit
ofK2'(1430)

The D-wave amplitude (fig･56)show no positive evidence for the 2+ K2'(1430), even

thoughthe K2'(1430)production cross section isknownto be large [7].

Takingthe production cross section for the K2'(1430)into K打 from Ref･ (7],

q(K2'~(1430))･BR(K2'~(1430)
- K汀) - A･p~n (/Lb) (p in GeV/c)

A
-302士96, A-0.77士0.1

(7.14)

the upper limit of the relativewidth of KりtO K汀is estinatedfrom the IDJf2.tdistribu-

tionis

R2 r(K2'(1430)- Kり)
r(K2'(1430)- K7r)

< o.92%

at the 9S% confidence level･ The K2'(1430)signalintensity corT飴POnding to this upper

limit is shownby the solid curve on the D-waNe amplitude in fig. 56. The exce8Sed

eyents around M(Kq) - 1･35GeV/c2 is also included in the K2'signalto determhe the

upper limit consezrvatively･Anotherfit uslng the anplitudes of So一Po,土and Do,土by
●

excluding the F wave isalso tried below 1.S GeV/c. Thisfitgives the similar upper limit

of < 0･80%･ While the upper limit esti皿atedfrom the mass distribution (toomoments)

assuming the smooth background is < 0.60%. We have accepted the most large one a5

a conservative estinationfor the upper limit of K2'･

Using the value BR(K2'(1430) - K打) - 0･485 【4】,wefindanupper limitfor

BR(K2'(1430)- Kq) ofO.45% at the 95% confidence level. This is substantially smaller

than the value 5.2士2.9 %
, which is indir∝tly obtained by the Particle Data Group

from a multi-channelfit 【8]･The dotted curve infig･ 56 is the expected 8ignalhten8ity

if the branching fraction BR(K2'(1430)- Kq) is jtlSthalf of the above Particle Data

Group value. The Same Curve is also shown in the acceptance corr∝ted aLnd background

subtracted KりmaSS distribution ( t00moment) infig･57･ Th田efi即r噂indicate that

BR(K2'(1430) - KTl) Should be much Smaller than the PDG value･
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8. The Discussion and Conclusion

8.1 Discussion

As is showninthe preceding chapter, K3'(1780)is observedinthe K77 mass SPeCtrum

aB a pTOmimant peak (Fig.43)aLnd its nature of spin 3 is confined in the Elm moments

and by the clear peak structure of the F wave. The intensity of the F wave is consistent

with the p占ak
in the Kq mass

8PeCtTum(Fig･50･Fig･57)･
The mea5tLred relativewidth

ofKりtO K打is

R3
r(K3'(1780)- K叩)

r(K3'(1780)- K∬)
= 0.50 士 0.18.

Onthe other hand, no positive evidence of the K2'(1430)is obse"ed in either the

K~Tl mass

8PeCtru皿(Fig.43)znd the D-wave amplitude (Fig･53)I The upper liznit of

the relativewidth of KりtO K打is

R2 r(K2'(1430)- Kり)

r(K2'(1430)- K汀)
< o.92%

at the 95% confidence level.

This dramatic diqerence betwe皿tLe K77 coupling to the K2'(1430)and the K3'(1780)
is consistentwith the prediction of SU(3) and nonet-syEE-try Of pseudo-scalar which

are described in the chapter 2･ h this synnetry, there aLre two different K'K77 thr既mか

son couplings according to the charge conjugation of parent and daughter meson stat雌･

Two pseudo-scalar decays of K2'(1430)is D-type coupling, while those of K3'(1780)is

F-type's. The large diqerence of the observed decay rates is explainedfrom this different

coupling typesandwith the specialvalue ofりand Tll nixing angle. A
straight-forward

calculation explained in the chapter 2giv噂the predictions of the relative branching

ratios of K2'(1430)andK3'(1780):

r(K2'(1430)- K71)

r(K2'(1430)- K打) -芸(c-op･2-hop,2(慧)s

-芸(c叫+
2v68inOp)2 ･o･298
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and

R3
r(K3'(1780)- Kq)

r(K3'(1780)-? K7r) (cosoi'2(監)7
(cosop)2･ o.424

(8.2)

Where qKq and qK., are the c･m･ momenta･ of thefinalKりand K打StateS, respectively,

aJld Op is the SU(3) singlet-octet mixing angle of qandり′ in the 0- nonet. The decay

branching ra･t'ios predicted from these formulae are plottedin fig.58 as afunction of

Op･

predicted branching ratio
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d∝ay braLnChizLg ratio: R3 - 1780)-Kq

Since Op isknownto be small negative value) R2 i8 Suppressed significantly over the

explicit factor 9, due to the cancellation inthe parenth噂is. As can be s能n fromfig158-

a, R2 almost vanishes around
-

-2Qo.
On the other hand, the value of R3 is relatively

large and i8 rather insensitive to Op･ For typicalmixing anglesl the branching ratios are

as follows:

Op- 0･Oo: R2-3･3%,R3-42%;

Op -

-10･00
: R2 - 0.8%,R3 - 41% ( quadratic mass fo-ula) ;

Op-
-19･5o : R2

-0･0%,R3 -38% ;

Op -

-23･Oo

･
･ R2 - 0･1%, R3華36% ( linear

massfo-ula)･
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The value of R3 measured in the experiment is consistentwithall of the above predicted

values. h contrast, the皿eaSured upper limit of R2 eXChdes the Ron-mixhg case

(Op-

0･00)and is close to the value of quadratic mass formula. The prediction by the

linear mass formula is consistentwith this result. h this regard ,
it Should be noted a

recent review by Gilmanand Xauffman [17】conclude that Op空-200 i8 COn8ist血twith

all of the relevant physicalevidence. This evidence is strongly supported in the process

J/V -

･7q(q')zLnd.the meaBurementS Of the 77 decaywidth of q,りT,
qo meson8･ h

the hadronic decay of the lightmeson, this evidence is not clear. Althoughit is di瓜cult

to distinguish between Op空-loo and Op空-20ofrom this 95% upper limit of R2, nO

observation of the K2'(1430)in the Kq system mayindicate that Op空-20o isalso

favour in the hadronic d∝ay of the lightmeson.

The simple SU(3) and nonet-syⅡ皿etry Of the pseudo-scalar explain the Kq d∝ay

of both K2'(1430)and K3'(1780)resonance8 remarkably well･ This SU(3)featuresapply

generally to ′al1the K'8tateS. KりCOuples preferentially to odd spin K"a, and not to

even spin K"a. Further exploration of the underlying K'states in the KりChan皿el, and

studies of the K'- K771 d∝ay may reinforce the argulnent. h the K711 channel, the

situation is reversed, so that even spin K=s couple to Kql preferentially, and suppre出ion

of the K3'(1780)is exp∝ted･ The SU(3)predicts that :

r(KJ'=eyen- Kり')

r(KJ'=eyen- K汀)

r(KJ'=｡dd- Kq')

r(K3=.dd - K打)

8.2 Concll18ion

芸(sinop-

2v6cosop'2 (慧)2''l
(sinop,2(慧)2''l

(8.3)

h conclusion, we have performed a complete analysis of K-q syste皿inthe reaction

K~p - K~叩(り-打十打~打C).A clear K3'(1780)8ignalis observed in the K-～ znas8

spectrum and its nature of spins is confirmed by the moment analysis and the ampli-

tude decomposition. Both naturalparity exchange aLndun-naturalparity exchange an-

plitudes are seen for the K3'(1780)･After correcting the different dependence of the mo一

皿entum transfer of these two amplitude8, the branching fraction BR(K3'(1780) - Kq)

is mezLSured I? be 9･4土3･4 %･ No positive evidence of the K2'(1430)is observed･ The

lO3



upper limit of the branching fraction BR(K2'(1430)- KTl) obtained to be less thin

O･45% at the 9S% confidence level. This tipper limit is 8ipificantly lower than the vallle

cited by the Particle Data Group [8]･These results provide clear experinentalevidence

for the 8uppre88ion of the K2'(1430)couplingand the relatively large coupling of the

K3'(1丁80)to the Kq chzmnel predicted by SU(3)with octet-singletmixing of叩′.

No exotic phenomina is seeninthe mass distribution, nomentsand anplitudes of

the Kり8y8tem.
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9. Appendix-1

The method of Barret五erOS

The importaJltfeature of the amplitude decomposition is l血e ambiguity of the so-

1utions･ It is wellknownthat the set of equatio甲in the Tablc>10 has multiple set of
■■■

sol山ions.甘upto L waves aJe included to describethe data,there will be 2L descrete

sets of ambiguities for helicity
-zeroamplitudes and 2L11- hold ambiguities for helicity

1 NPE.And if helicity 1 tJPE amplitudes are significant, theseamplitudesalso have

2L-1 set of solutions. This is serious probleⅡ娼tO discuss theunderling wav臥But

a

,generaltreatment
to study this ambiguity is possiblewith the methode of Barret

2ierOS.【3S) Ⅱere l describe this皿ethode in the case that both helicity 0,1 tJPE and

helicity 1 NPE amplitudes are existing upto F
wave.(i

-

3).

The d∝ay angular distribution a(X,∩) of K暮inthe reaction K~p - K'p can be

apressed by the abo8lute squzLre Of the amplitudes:

G(X,∩)
-去()AD(X,∩)

+ A-(X,n)l2 I [A十(X,0)f2) (9･l)

where Ao(X, n),A-(X, n) arethe 8u皿Of helicity 2;erOand 1 tJPE aznplitude, TeSP∝一

tively.And A+(X, ∩)is the sum of helicity I NPE amplitude･ Note that there are no

interfererence terms between tJPEand NPE amplitudes.

The situation of the multiple solution5 in the aLmplitude decomposition can be un-

derstand by expressing tJPE and NPE amplittlde as afunction of cos OI eXPlicitely･

The tJPE amplitude Ao(X, ∩)canbe writteninthe form

A.(x, ∩)-so(x)y.o(∩)
+ po(x)Flo(∩)+ Do(X)Y20(∩)+ Eo(X)Y30(∩)

一誓F.(X)Z3
I TD.(X)Z2.(J5po(x卜誓Fo(X))a

･ (s.(x)

-誓Do(X)),

(9･2)

where a Stands for a -

cosO. This third order polinomialfunction of Z has three

complex roots Zk(X),(K
-

1,2,3),which are often called Barrelet盗erOS･ Using th怨e

lO5



roots) above amplitude canbe written by theforn of products:

L

Ao(X,∩)
-

Co(X) Il(z -

zi(x))
∬=1

(9.3)

Simi1arly, helicity 1 NPE and UPE.
amplitudes A土(X,∩)can be expressed in terms

of roots Zi(x) as :

L_I

^'(x,∩) - c'(x)sin(4)sin(0) rI(z -

zi(x))
K=1

L-1

A-(X,∩) - CIX)cos(4)sin(e) rI(a -

zk(X))
K=1

(9.4)

(9･5)

These roots Zi(x) arealso obtained'fro皿the explicit fom of A土(X,∩).h the case

■■■

L - 3, th塔e amphtudes can be vd触n:

･･(x･n) -

p.(x)(舵(yl･1(n)十Yl-1(n))
I

D.(X)(舵(y2･1(n)
I y,ll(n))

+ F+(X)(招(y3+1(n)+ y3-I(n))

ニー,･
･

sh(4"h(0,
･

(筈GF･(X,Z2･浄･(x,z
十(v6p.(x)

-芸GF.(X))) (9･6)

A-(X,n)
-

P-(X)(招(yl･1(n)
-

yl-I(n))I

D-(X)(招(y2･1(n)
-

y,-I(n))

+ F-(X)(舵(y3+1(n卜Y3-1(∩))

-
-,･

･

c-(4"A(0,
･

(筈GF-(X,Z2
I #-(x,z

･

(-(x)一芸招F-(X))) (9･7)

Th岱e S∝Ond order complex coe瓜cientfunction8 0f a have two roots Zi,(K
- 1, 2)･
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∬ we write the amplitude8intheform of prodcucts like this, it canbe Seen from

(9･1)that the chaLnge Of Z2土- zko･土give8the same■value of zLnPkLr distribution, if

^oA1 - 0. This means that there are different set of solutions in the choice of the Signs

of Zm4士aB far as ZmZ2土≠o,
si去cethe change of the Barrel zeros Z2土- zko･土

results different set of amplitudes. This i8the origin of the discrete ambigtLitie8 0f

anplitudes existinginthe set of equations Table-10.

h the case Of L - 3,the maximum number of 80hltionsfor NPE amplitude are

23-1 - 4･ But half of these solutions diqer only the slgn Of the oyeral1 relative phase
●

andgive the same the intensity of the amplitudes. Then this number is reduced two aB

far as disctLSSing the absolute vallle Of the amplitudes. While for tJPE amplitudes the

possiblesolutiu
are 23/2主4,also ignoring the phase differencムzLndnegl∝ting small

helicity 1 UPS zmplitud田.

h the anabrsisof the reaction K~p - K~叩, the Beach of these pos8ibleall sohtions

have been carried out byfo1lowing ways. We, at first,dete一皿hed the barret 2;erOSfrom

one Set Of aznplihdes obtained form.thefizstfit of moments.Another possible set of

solutions w町e,一九en, calculated from th岱e barrel 2ier鵬by changing the sign of inaginal

part of Z㌘.h this tine, i ignored the anbig山ies of small helicity 1 tJPE anplittldes･

Lastly, refit of the moments were carried out using thee new Set Of the amplitudes as

initialⅥ血e of the fit..Thi8fit may be n∝窃Sary Since the helicity 1 tJP丑amplitude

were not exactory 2;erOS.

h this way, I have checkedall possible solutions in thefu1l nasa region, but no

significant difference of the sollltions was Observed i皿al1underling.wavc5･ hthe mass

region ≧ 1.75GeV/c2,relatively large diqerence WZLS Observed between two sol山ions of

NPE amplitudes (P+ and D+ ),but its difference wasinthe order of one statistical

errors. No Significant difference was Observed betweenal1 4 solutionsfor helicity 0 tJPB

amplitudes (So,Po, Do) in thefull mzLSS region･
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10. Appendix-2

The Monte Carlo Simulation of LASS 8PeCtrOmeter

lmthis
appendix, the simulation program Of LASS Spectrometer is brie且y discussed

to demonstrate how realresponce of the I.ASS 8p∝trOmeter are taken hto account. h

this prograLm, a Sp∝ialattention is payed to various pointsinthe generation of beam

profile , particle tracking aLnd the Simulation of device response.

Beam generation

B∝ause phase Space Of the hcoming beam depends onthe steering of the primary

and s∝ondary beam lines, randumly sel∝ted realbeam tracks taken from T3 trigger

are used to generate beam track position aJld the momentum at the interaction point.

The s∝ondary beams tracks arealso 8i皿ulated tlShgthe s∝ondary tracks in T3 events.

h this Way, the e血ts of the s∝ondary beam tracks onthe helix-track r∝onstruction

are properly incorporated.

Particle trackhg

The trayeling of the charged particles in the magneticfield i8 Performed by afourth-

order Runge-Eutta method using measured field map. The nominalstep SIR;e i8 30cm de-
●

creasing when nece出ary tO ensure the accuracy of the resulting trajectory.The detailed

geometricallocation of the target and det∝torS in the Solenoidand Dipole sp∝trom-

eter are incorporated aLS being composed of lvolumesl that responde to the passage of

particles. The e茄∝ts included in the traveling of particles are

1. multiple coulonb 8Cattering.

2. enegy lossinthe material.

3. nuclear absorption. The difference in the nuclear cross section for various particles

and the momentumalso taken into account. The nuclear absorption process is

modeled simply that particle stops h the materialand
no secondary particles are

generated.

4. weak d∝ays of charged aLnd neutralparticles.
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Simulation
of

device
response

The eRiciency and resolutionknown fromthe realdata are incorporated intothe

simulation prograⅡ鳩in each components of the devices.lmthe Simulation program, the

wirc>by-wire e瓜ciencies of PWCanode are taken into account. Dea.d-wires,ine缶cient

reglOn Of supportswireand afew notably ine瓜cient planes in a specialperiod of the
●

experiments are,also, taken into account. The PWC anode coordinates are simulated

by digiti2;ingthe position of the particle to the nearest anodewire. The multi-anode

hits are,also, Simulated by modeling the the correlation between the anode cluster si2;e

(numberof hit
wires)andtheangle of the tracks inthe plane orthogonalto the direction

of theanode wire.

The cathode coordhate is simulated in one of two way. One way is the dirKt Pulse

height simulation by smearing the pulse height itself so aLS tO rePrOducethe observed

cathode 8paCialresolution. h this way,the overlap of the cathode puk飴CatWed by two

tracks can be simulated, automatically. h the 8∝Ond method, cathode coordinates aLre

8meaLred by theknoⅥn cathode resolution and eGccts of the overlap of multiple cathode

peaks are taken into aLCCOunt.

lmthe Simulation of the MS chambers, those e球∝ts zLre incorpolated that the wand

read out il∝tronic merges the two coordinate that le88 thzLn 0.45 cm apart. h the twixt

region, the e触tive e缶ciency of the MS chambc5 are tuned 80 that the track-finding

e瓜ciency agrees between realdata and MC events.

The simulation of the Cerenkov counters i8 perfo皿ed by swiznming the chzLrged

particles throughthe counter and detemining how many eerenkov phot_ons aregiven

by the particle in each cell. This number is detemied empirical1yfrom the studies of

the lightdetection e瓜ciency of each cell.
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